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EDITORIALS
FROM THE
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EDITORIAL
EDITOR

Lifestyle and
Circumstance

T

hat word “lifestyle” seems to be everywhere on the campus
of Loma Linda University. We have lifestyle inpatient and
outpatient programs. All of our medical residencies —
from dermatology to neurosurgery — emphasize lifestyle metrics.
Websites, departments, blogs, and food services call for “healthy
lifestyles.” Physicians can even get “certified in lifestyle medicine.”
We talk a lot about lifestyle choices. We educate ourselves,
patients, and friends to make healthy choices. We even teach classes
to help us determine when someone is “ready to change.” It seems so
concrete, so simply pragmatic; when you have the right information
and you are “motivated,” you can just change.
At this year’s Annual Postgraduate Convention (APC), our
perspective regarding lifestyle and choices was expanded. We were
reminded that lifestyle is frequently “preprogrammed” by culture,
society, and genetics. Diseases such as obesity, diabetes, and hypertension are “programmed” while still in our mother’s womb. And
the actual addiction shows up in various forms. Alcoholism runs in
families and is often programmed by a culture that uses alcohol as
part of everyday life. Social poverty sets the stage for drug addiction
and crime. Newborn “meth babies” are born addicted. Speaking of
lifestyle and choices, when did they get their choice?
Many children are exposed to tobacco, but only “certain individuals” will become addicted. Loma Linda University has led the way
in the understanding that just saying “no” does not work for those
with a biology that will become addicted to tobacco.
Our keynote speakers brought to light the science of obesity and
longevity. Our American food culture is now largely obesogenic,
and over 70 percent of manufactured packaged foods are laced with
added addicting sugar. Many individuals will have a resistance to

this addiction, but most will find that their brains uniquely respond
to starchy, sugary foods. When patients are asked to list the foods
that give them comfort during times of stress, broccoli and cauliflower are not noted. To meet this reality, we learned that just like
tobacco addiction, we may need to use pharmaceutical preparations
to assist in the necessary dietary changes to bring our health back
into line.
Of all the addictions, food is the one we can’t live without. It
is always needed. There is no “abstinence” option. In addition, our
bodies are protected from starvation by a “red alert” when weight is
lost. Unconscious autonomic signals urge weight regain in preparation for the “next famine.” Around the world, human lifestyles are
very different from our protected and enhanced lives. Ninety-two
percent of the world’s population is lucky enough to have adequate
protein from plant, animal, and insect sources. Large segments of
the world do not need to do “fake work” or exercise because just
living requires sufficient physical activity. We all breathe, drink
water, procreate, and pass waste, no matter where we live or how we
live. Loma Linda’s special singular lifestyle may not be the answer
for everyone.
Because of who we are, as science-based healers, we must find
compassion and meaningful tools to help our patients achieve
well-being. By contrast to “one size fits all,” our model, Jesus Christ,
offered “precision care.” Each individual is met where they are,
nurtured, understood, and guided to a lifestyle that is best fitted for
them in their environment and social circumstance. n

Warren R. Peters ’69
Medical Director,
Center for Health Promotion
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EDITORIALS
FROM THE PRESIDENT

Community
of Support

I

t is with a heavy heart that I sit here today, March 19, rewriting
my editorial for the Spring 2020 issue of our ALUMNI
JOURNAL. All of our lives have been turned upside down
by COVID-19 since I submitted my original editorial back in
February. So while the JOURNAL content had already been finalized, I was given the chance to revise my editorial.
Rarely are we given such an opportunity to watch history
unfold before our very eyes. Our kids and grandkids are out of
school for the rest of the year. Unemployment looms for many.
Vacations, graduations, retirement funds, and more are at risk.
Match day will be virtual rather than in person, and doubts remain
on how soon our new graduates will be able to travel to their new
posts. The Alumni Association’s outstanding executive director,
Calvin Chuang, is stranded in Australia for the foreseeable future.
Governor Newsom put our entire state on lockdown. All of the
consequences of social distancing have affected every generation of
our alumni.
This pandemic will be discussed, studied, and learned from
(hopefully!) for decades to come. I am certain that every one of us
has already felt pain because of the epidemic. The impact to our
own community of physicians has barely begun, and we all face
anguish as well as exhaustion in the fight against this virus. By the
time you are reading this, what will our world look like?
Giving only supportive care when we want to provide
anti-infectives, vaccines, and curative measures is frustrating. Not
having an adequate pandemic response capacity in this country is
more so. The stresses of being a physician in an era of ICD and
CPT (yes, they got the new code available super fast!) and insurance hassles, while still very real, pale in comparison to the lack
of adequate protective gear, basic medical supplies, respirators, and
ICU capacity. It has been decades, if not longer, since U.S. physicians faced what many of our overseas colleagues face on a daily
basis. They have learned to make do. We will as well. But it will be
painful. There are already high costs not just economically but also
socially, emotionally, and perhaps even spiritually for some, and the
infection curve is still nascent here in the U.S.
How can we as an alumni association be supportive to you?
What would matter most? Your alumni officers are united in determination to continue our core missions: Connect, Create, Care. We
just need to modify how.
The Student Affairs Council had to cancel the class of 2023’s
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post-exam treats. Instead, we are giving every freshman an electronic $5 gift certificate to remind them that the alumni love them.
We will continue to work closely with the dean’s office to find other
virtual ways to be supportive while looking forward to once again
being able to mingle with the students after exams.
Some faculty alumni, myself included, are volunteering to virtually teach simulations and “morning report” styled didactics for our
third- and fourth-year medical students to help ensure they meet
graduation requirements.
We are also committed to working on decreasing student debt,
and while the pandemic has forced us to reprioritize the timing on
that initiative with the dean’s office, it will not be delayed indefinitely. You will hear more about this once the School of Medicine
returns to normal.
The Alumni Association office is obviously going to close, but
we will not stop work. The staff will work from home. Calvin will
work full time from Australia, and we expect most of our committee
and council work to continue through virtual meetings. MARK
BOLTON ’94, president of the Holding Fund, shared with me
his hope that one outcome of this disastrous time would be that
all our alumni realize “the benefit of having a community that you
belong to for the rest of your life.”
Going back to the question of how best we can support you,
we remain open to the input of ideas from any and all. In terms
of connecting, I invite you to share your experiences battling
COVID-19. It could be as short as a few sentences on how it has
impacted your clinic or hospital to stories of crisis or hope during
this uncertain time. If you have something to share, please visit
www.llusmaa.org/covid19.
If there are specific needs, our online bouquet of giving options
remains available for specific gifts. For example, there may be a sharp
increase in the need to support medical students in financial crisis.
Care for yourself as well. May I share my own credence which
sustains me? “My peace is founded on my personal conviction
that God is present with us during this pandemic, and regardless of the outcomes for each of us, including death, we are his
beloved children.”
May His grace sustain you. n

Debra L. Stottlemyer ’86
Alumni Association President

EDITORIALS
FROM THE DEAN
EDITOR

NEWS
THIS AND THAT

Lasting Legacy
of Our Alumni

2020-2021 Alumni Association Officers

E

very year at the Annual Postgraduate Convention, I am
reminded of the remarkable journeys of our alumni and the
significant impact they have on the lives of people around
them. As one of the larger alumni groups in the western states,
I am touched by the legacy that we have. The dictionary defines
legacy as a “gift or a bequest that is handed down, endowed, or
conveyed from one person to another.” It is something “descendible”
of which one comes
into possession that
is transmitted, inherA LASTING PERSONAL
ited, or received from
LEGACY IS ALL ABOUT THE
a predecessor.
ACTIONS WE TAKE DURING
We receive legaOUR LIVES AND THE WAY
cies from our family
THOSE ACTIONS AFFECT HOW
members — a beauPEOPLE REMEMBER US.
tiful smile, distinctive laugh, or a life
of kindness. A lasting personal legacy is all about the actions we
take during our lives and the way those actions affect how people
remember us. People learn how to leave a legacy to ensure their
loved ones will be taken care of when they’re gone and always
remember them with love.
The School of Medicine (and College of Medical Evangelists)
has created a significant legacy throughout the years. We have
graduated 11,366 students who were selected to contribute to a
specific mission. We stand on the shoulders of giants who sacrificed to contribute to a significant legacy of service to others. I
regularly hear accounts of remarkable achievements by the School
of Medicine alumni from all over the world. Take a moment to
look at the remarkable achievements of this year’s honored alumni
(KEITH K. COLBURN ’70, JAMES L. DAVIDIAN ’70,
RICHARD H. KNIERIM ’70, JAMES E. LEVOS ’70,
BARBARA J. ORR ’70, ROBERT E. RENTSCHLER ’70,
and ROBERT J. WAGNER ’69) and Alumnus of the Year
(JOHN D. JACOBSON ’70).

DEBRA L.
STOTTLEMYER ’86
President

JON R.
KATTENHORN ’74
President-elect

JESSE DOVICH ’03
Chief Finance

STEVEN HERBER ’86
Assistant Finance

New Board of Directors Members
Meet the newest members of
the Alumni Association Board of
Directors.

“

TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 accepts the class gift from the 50th
anniverary class of 1970 at the 2020 APC Gala on March 8.

We have a connection from our past lives as medical students to
the lives of our current medical students. We are connected to their
experience as students. (Remember what it felt like to be studying
ALL of the time!) We are also connected with our students through
a common decision to provide service to our current and future
patients’ lives. We would like to invite the alumni to join us in the
development and success of our students and school. We want our
students’ careers and success to eclipse our own experiences. n

HEIDI K. CHRISTENSEN ’09
resides in Parker, Colorado, and is
currently practicing at Castle Pines
Urgent Care and Family Practice,
where she is the medical director of
Urgent Care and also practices sports medicine.
MINDI J. GUPTILL ’06 is an
emergency department physician
working at LLUMC. She has a
passion for medical education and
global health.
KAARSTEN R. LANG ’87
practices general orthopedic surgery
in Washington. She previously served
as chair of the orthopedic section at
Skagit Valley Hospital and now enjoys
being a physician at PeaceHealth Medical Group. She
travels to California monthly to do QME evaluations.
JASON L. LOHR ’01 is currently
CEO of SAC Health System,
precepts family medicine residents,
and supports a tropical medicine
elective for fourth-year medical
students. He has a passion for global health and
continues to serve overseas four weeks each year.

Tamara L. Thomas ’87
School of Medicine Dean

KRISTYN A. MANNOIA ’11
is a vascular surgeon at LLUMC and
also practices at Riverside University
Health Center. She is also a LIFE
Community leader and is the wellness
director for the Division of Vascular Surgery.
DELBE MEELHUYSEN ’87 is
currently an emergency staff physician
at Texas Health Cleburne (THC) and
Fort Worth-Burleson campus. She
was the former chief of staff at THC.
GISELLA L. SANDY ’98 practices
acute care, trauma, and critical care
surgery. After serving in Peru, she has
been working in critical care telemedicine
with a Phoenix-based hospital system
and acute care and trauma surgery as a locums physician.
MICHAEL H. WALTER ’73-B is
a retired gastroenterologist. He worked
at LLUH for 27 years, serving as chief of
GI, GI fellowship program director, and
GI lab director. He also retired from the
U.S. Army as a brigadier general after 30 years.
SHAMMAH WILLIAMS ’11
practices general cardiology at
LLUMC and surrounding community hospitals. He is also currently the
medical director for the cardiology
clinic at Arrowhead Regional Medical Center.

New Holding Fund Board of Directors Member
Meet the newest member of the Holding Fund Board of Directors.
STEPHEN J. SKAHEN ’80-A practices anesthesiology with a sub-specialty in neurosurgical anesthesia at Hoag Hospital, Newport Beach. He is active in the Costa Mesa SDA Church
and serves on the boards of the Orange County Council, Boy Scouts of America, and the Los
Angeles Railroad Heritage Foundation. He served on the board of the Beeve Eye Foundation
and made 21 medical mission trips to Fiji with JERRY ’67 and SCOTT BEEVE ’96.
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MARILENE WANG ’86
Secretary/Vice President
of Spiritual Affairs

H. DEL SCHUTTE ’84
Past President

2020-2021
Board of Directors
*Mark J. Bolton ’94, Holding Fund
Donald S. Chang ’92
*Calvin Chuang, Executive Director
James J. Couperus ’67
David H. Creamer ’04, APC Chair
Gregory D. Dietrich ’92
*Richard H. Hart ’70, LLU President
Anton N. Hasso ’67, Fundraising Chair
Marcus W. Heisler ’14
Steven W. Hildebrand ’80, Missions Co-chair
Steven E. Hodgkin ’90
*Danielle Hoxie, Medical Auxiliary
Jenny Jaque-Tomlin ’04, Media Chair
Torrey A. Laack ’99
Takkin Lo ’86
Barbara C. McKinney ’88
Gina J. Mohr ’96, Student Affairs Chair
Kerby C. Oberg ’91
George H. Petti ’62
Wesley Phipatanakul ’98
Tiffany C. Priester ’04, Missions Co-chair
*Barth B. Riedel ’05, Neufeld Society
Elmar P. Sakala ’73-B
Robert D. Sibley ’69
Randell S. Skau ’82
Wichit Srikureja ’97
Cheryl Tan-Jacobson ’85
*Tamara L. Thomas ’87, LLUSM Dean
Marilene B. Wang ’86
Hubert C. Watkins ’62
David L. Wood ’80-B
Nanette E. Wuchenich ’78-A

2020-2021 Holding Fund
Board of Directors
Paul K. Aka ’86, Past President
Mark J. Bolton ’94, President
*Jesse Dovich ’03
*Steven C. Herber ’86
*Jon R. Kattenhorn ’74
Roland E. Lonser ’67
Samuel S. Paw ’82, CFO
*Debra L. Stottlemyer ’86
Prasit B. Vassantachart ’85, Vice President
*Ex-officio
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Thank You for
Paying It Foward
The Alumni Association is made strong by its members. The
response of Alumni Association members to the Paying It Forward
campaign is ensuring that the Association will continue doing its
important work.
Thank you to those whose philanthropic gifts are enabling the
Alumni Association to provide ways for our members to connect,
including hosting the Annual Postgraduate Convention, publishing
the ALUMNI JOURNAL, and creating videos, podcasts, and
more. Your generosity enables the Association to continue to create
ways for our members to share their time, knowledge, and support
as they care for our medical missionaries and medical students.
The following is a list of all those who donated to the Paying It
Forward campaign in 2019. We thank you for your generosity. n

STUDENT FUND
Gary Ballard
Charles Bensonhaver
Paul Betlinski
Joseph Billock
Paul Brailsford
Douglas Brockmann
Jeffrey Cao
Donna Carlson
Ronald Case
Donald Casebolt
Richard Catalano
James Comazzi
Lou Anne Cummings
Alice Cunningham
Fredrich & Polly Dengel
Arthur Donaldson
Russell Dounies
David Duncan
Harvey Elder
Joseph Foley III
David Foote
Milton Fredricksen
Henk Goorhuis
Robert Goyne
Andrew Griffiths
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Gerald Grube
Harold Grundset
Anton Hasso
E. Clifford Herrmann
Donald Herrmann
Cheryl Hickethier
Steven Hildebrand
David Holland
Keith Holley
William Hooker
Jerry Hoyle
Manly Hyde
Andrew Johnson
Theodore Johnstone
Gerald King
Donald Knepel
Paul Koles
Melvin Lake
Robert Lang
Sze Ching Lee
Tracy Leong
Duncan Leung
James LeVos
Karrin Licht
Jose Loredo

Carl Lundstrom
Ted Mackett
Rick Marden
Raymond Mayor
Thomas McFarland
Brenda Mcguire
Mary Ann Kimmel McNeilus
Gina Mohr
Richard Moody
Patrick Moon
Donald Moran
Barbara Orr
Ricardo Peverini
Hoe Tian Poh
John Rambharose
Lee Richards
Lois Ritchie
Stephen Roesler
Jacob Rylander
Elmar Sakala
M. Lynne Saunders
Valerie Seabaugh
Loren Seery
Tamara Shankel
William Sherry

Randell Skau
Gordon Skeoch
Mary Small
Vanoy Smith
Charlene Smith
Robert Smith
Naveen Solomon
Charles Stewart
Emmett Tetz
John Thiel
Emem Dan Udonta
Matthew Underwood
Joseph Verska
Trinh Vu
Robert Wagner
Randall Waring
Gary Wernick
Milton Westberg
Frank Whitney
Willy John Wilbur
Charles Wilkens
Warren Witt
Alan Yee
Charlotte Zane

MISSION

MEDIA

Linda Adams
James Anholm
Alice Cunningham
Simon Elloway
Samuel Eng
Ernest Fujimoto
Steven Hildebrand
Angeline Huang
Gerald King
Tiffany Priester
M. Lynne Saunders
John Shrader
Randell Skau
Dorothy Smith
Robert Smith
Charles Stewart
Sonja Tang
Emmett Tetz
Evelyan Thomas
Janet Velasco
Warren Witt
Charlotte Zane

Steven Herber
Steven Hildebrand
Jenny Jaque-Tomlin
Takkin Lo
Gina Mohr

URGENT
NEEDS
Gene Aaby
Paul Aka
Katrina Bassett
Charles Boice
David Buckman
Gerry Cabalo
Jeffrey Cao
Donna Carlson
Luis Carvajal
Gregory Cheek
Paul Daugherty
Alvin Dennis
Rolf Drinhaus
Ronald Duerksen

Harvey Elder
Samuel Eng
Frederick Field
Robert Ford
Richard Gingrich
James Grindley
Todd Guthrie
Anton Hasso
Ronald Hebard
Steven Herber
Anselm Hii
Steven Hildebrand
Leland House Jr.
Eunice Jaeun Lee
Richard Jensen
J.E. Kaiser
Albert Kam
Cornelia Kaminsky
Jon Kattenhorn
J. Mark Mckinney
Eric Ngo
Kerby Oberg
Michelle Opsahl
Dennis Park
Becky Parks
Daniel Patchin

Floyd Petersen
George Petti Jr.
Sylvianne Pizarro
Gheorghe Plesiu
Antonio Robles
John Ruffing Jr.
Eva Ryckman
Elmar Sakala
H. Del Schutte
Sondra Shields
R. David Sibley
Charles Stewart
Wallace Tamayose
Tamara Thomas
David Tryon
Eric Tsao
Joseph Verska
Trinh Vu
Marilene Wang
Paul Wasemiller
Stephen Waterbrook
Jonathan Watt
Neal Wearner
Robert Weaver
David L. Wood
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Twenty-Five LLU School of Medicine Students Present
Research at Western Medical Research Forum

Deans dress up as ancient Greeks to celebrate the Olympic-themed virtual Match with students joining via Zoom.

Deans Arrange Virtual Match Day for Students

FOLLOW THE
SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE
ONLINE

facebook.com/
llumedschool

@LLUMedSchool
STUDENT BLOG:
llu.edu/llusmblog
WEBSITE:
medicine.llu.edu

School of Medicine
News is developed
by Jonathan
Davidson, video
and photo specialist
at the School of
Medicine.
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Match Day is one of the most important milestones
on a medical student’s journey. At Loma Linda University,
such a momentous occasion calls for a festive atmosphere.
Students form a committee and spend months planning
a theme, decorations, photo booths, games, and other
activities to make the day memorable.
In the past, hundreds of students and family
members would cram into the Wong Kerlee International
Conference Center, creating a standing-room-only crowd
where anticipation and excitement were amplified by a
positive “mob mentality” that would build to a palpable
climax as the students opened their Match letters.
This year, the students spent months planning the
festivities, but with the COVID-19 pandemic spreading

across the states, the School of Medicine had no choice
but to change Match Day to a virtual event.
Wanting to honor the hard work put into the event by
class of 2020 president MARY MEYER (’20) and her
team, the deans decorated Wong Kerlee in an Olympic
theme and even dressed as ancient Greeks. Students
joined the event via Zoom videoconferencing, and they
got a kick out of seeing their deans wrapped in tablecloths
and wearing leafy headbands.
KEVIN A. CODORNIZ ’05, associate dean of clinical education, said, “Match Day is a day of celebrating all the
hard work our medical students have put in for the past four
years. This year’s Match Day was unlike any other in the past.
That didn’t mean we were not able to celebrate together.” n

LLU Hosts Project
Medical Education Day

in providing financial support.”
The day consisted of a condensed version of medical
school. Participants interviewed and went through the
financial process of admittance, took part in a white coat
ceremony, and learned about undergraduate medical
education. They toured labs, the emergency department,
NICU, and CCU and experienced the Match.
At the end of the day, participants “graduated” from
medical school and toured the new hospital.
The guests found the experience enlightening and
mentioned that it gave them a much clearer picture of the
opportunities and challenges of educating physicians. It
also gave Loma Linda University an opportunity to share
its global impact and philosophy of whole-person care. n

On January 29, Loma Linda University hosted a
Project Medical Education day for prominent business
leaders and policy advisors in the Southern California area.
The AAMC created Project Medical Education to
help “medical schools and teaching hospitals educate
Congress and their staff, state and local officials, community members, potential and current donors, and others
outside of academic medicine about the process of
medical education, the benefits it provides, its complex
funding mechanisms, and the essential role of government

This year at the Western Medical Research
Forum held in Carmel, California, 25
Loma Linda University School of Medicine
students presented on their research activities. Jonathan Pham, mentored by Roger
Tomihama, MD, in radiology, won the
Edwin E. Osgood Award for the top abstract
out of 506 submissions.
Another award winner, Katie Choi,
received a travel award from the Western
Association of Physicians and the Western
Society for Clinical Investigation for her
work on “Analysis of Differential Enigma
Gene Expression in Thyroid Cancer vs.
Benign Nodules.”
The most active mentors were Subhas
Gupta, MD, who mentored seven presentations from plastic surgery, and AMY C.
HAYTON ’04, who mentored five presentations from medicine. Five LLU students
also presented their work in a special poster

KARI ROBERTS (’22), GUS SUAREZ (’22), ANDY HSUEH (’22), STEN ANDERSEN (’22),
MATTHEW BUELL (’22), KELIA COOK (’22), and GREG PERRIER (’22) take a group photo at the
Western Medical Research Forum in Carmel, California.

session that provided lively interaction. The
School of Medicine is most grateful to these
mentors who ensure that students experience

the process of scientific discovery and learn
how to communicate those discoveries with
other physicians and colleagues. n

Family Day Prepares Freshmen and
Families for Medical School Experience
On Valentine’s Day, the freshman class and
their family members spent the day together
on the LLU campus. They took classes in
neuroscience, biochemistry, and physiology,
which was a stimulating experience for the
family members, as the classes aren’t made
easier for a general audience. They also heard
from students who went on mission trips
around the world.
Parents of medical students also attended
a session titled “The Medical Education
Journey Has Just Started: What Lies Ahead
and What Families Should Know” in which
TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 discussed
what medical school would be like for the
students and their families. She went on to
share statistics that promised a bright future
for medical students and data that shows

LLU students test above average in clinical
skills and match into residencies at a higher
rate than most medical school graduates.
In the afternoon, students led their families on tours of the anatomy lab, clinical skills
education center, and the simulation center,
where they got to do ear exams, listen for heart
sounds in high-tech mannequins, and even
stick their fingers into a prostate exam simulator — an experience that raised eyebrows and
led to plenty of humorous comments.
The day finished with the freshman dedication at the University Church. Dr. Thomas
and TAMARA M. SHANKEL ’88
handed each student a Bible, and then the
class took their Physican’s Oath, in which they
promised before God to carry on the teaching
and healing ministry of Jesus Christ. n

TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87, dean of the School
of Medicine, addresses students and their families
at the freshman dedication.
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Reflections on Medical School
From a First-Year Student
BY NATALIE CHEN (’23)

ALUMNI

Weddings

If you or any alumni you know have
recently gotten married and would like
to submit a wedding announcement,
please fill out the form at www.llusmaa.
org/wedding-announcement-form.

SHANNON FUJIMOTO ’19

and DANIEL CALAGUAS ’13
NATALIE CHEN (’23)

“How’s medical school?” I was asked repeatedly during the
holiday season after a long hiatus from seeing friends and family.
At first it was hard for me to answer; there was so much to unpack
and share while at the same time knowing what was expected was
a light, cheerful answer. After all, I had finally achieved my goal of
getting into medical school, so why did I have mixed feelings? Don’t
get me wrong, I didn’t have doubts about my path, but it would be a
lie to say it hasn’t been a challenging transition. Like many premedical students, I spent so long focused on getting into medical school
and achieving the end goal that I overlooked preparing myself for
the challenges that lay ahead.
I wasn’t oblivious to the arduous journey toward physicianhood,
but I thought I had prepared myself by talking with physicians and
students who had gone through it themselves. However, looking
back, few expressed their vulnerabilities or divulged the details of
their struggles and least of all, gave advice on how they overcame
them. In fact, most physicians barely acknowledged having difficulties and simply summarized any trials by stating, “It’s all worth it!”
So when I started feeling overwhelmed with the coursework and
feeling isolated from family and friends, I began to question my
resilience and my ability to achieve such a distant goal. Shouldn’t
this be easier if this is what I was meant to do?
This is why I am so grateful that God led me to Loma Linda
University. When the interviews were all over and I was deciding
which medical school to attend, I ended up choosing Loma Linda
University School of Medicine (LLUSM) because of countless feedback from current students and alumni of its remarkable support
system. At the time I didn’t realize how important this would be,
and having not grown up in the Seventh-day Adventist community,
I was not sure what to expect at a faith-based university.
Within the first few weeks though, it was clear what others
were raving about. We were quickly paired with a personal physician faculty mentor, a “life community” of fellow classmates, and
an upperclassman “sister” or “brother” to help guide us. We had

NATALIE CHEN (’23) (front second left) receives her white coat from her
father, Chien-Shing Chen, MD, PhD, at her white coat ceremony.

countless social events held by the school, from visits to amusement
parks to beach days as well as treats, such as boba, provided at the
end of exams by an involved Alumni Association. Furthermore, we
had psychiatrists, counselors, and even students come to talk with
us about the common struggles medical students encounter but fail
to address and to inform us of the easily accessible and confidential
resources provided by the school to help. Most importantly, we were
constantly reminded that those who face trials along their journey
are in the majority, and there should be no reserve in reaching out
for help.
Now when people inquire about my medical school experience,
I no longer feel conflicted about revealing my struggles because I
have a school that is dedicated to helping me succeed. Thanks to
LLUSM, I was able to have the courage to ask for help and transform my first-year experience to an enjoyable and memorable one! n

THE STUDENT FUND is a branch of the Student Affairs Council and part of the Alumni Association, LLUSM. Its activities are financed
by your contributions and greatly appreciated by LLU medical students. For more information or to make a donation, please contact the Alumni
Association at 909-558-4633 or LLUSMAA@LLU.EDU.
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• Wedding Date/Location:
February 2, 2020, at Redlands
Seventh-day Adventist Church
• Residency/Practice:
Dr. Fujimoto is doing an otolaryngology residency, and Dr. Calaguas
is a faculty member in general
pediatrics (both at LLUH).
• Bride’s Parents: Ted Fujimoto
and Becky Chen
• Groom’s Parents: Dan and Anna
Calaguas n

EDDIE NGO

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER™

WHAT ARE YOUR DREAMS?
College savings? Paying off debt? Building a home? Retirement?
For more than 40 years, Eddie Ngo, CFP®, has been helping Loma Linda University School of Medicine alumni
pursue their goals and dreams through financial planning. Eddie Ngo helps his clients with:
• Strategies to build a diverse financial portfolio
• Advice on pension planning, investment related tax planning and insurance needs
• Financial plans to guide you through every stage of life from birth to retirement

222 East Olive Ave. Suite #2 • Redlands, CA 92373 • Office: 909.307.1760 • eddie.ngo@edngofinancial.com
Securities offered through Sigma Financial Corporation. Member FINRA & SIPC. Fee-based investment advisory services offered
through Sigma Planning Corporation, a registered investment advisor.
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News

What’s new? Have you accomplished
something of which you are proud? Have you
received an award? Served overseas recently?
Want to simply update us on your life? Email
us at llusmaa@llu.edu.

1970s
STANLEY E. HARRIS ’78-A continues in his 34th year as university psychiatrist at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los
Angeles, where he is a clinical professor at the Keck School of Medicine. At
USC’s 2019 graduation ceremony, Dr. Harris received USC’s Exceptional
LGBTQ Faculty/Staff Award. The American Psychiatric Association
has awarded him with its highest level of recognition for professional
achievement, Distinguished Life Fellowship. Dr. Harris continues to pursue interests in
both medicine and music. Each year, he hosts more than 100 chamber music concerts for
musicians and friends at his private Los Angeles residence series, “Stan’s Music Parlor.”
SIGVE K. TONSTAD ’79-A recently published a commentary
on Revelation as part of the Paideia New Testament commentary
series. In this practical commentary, Dr. Tonstad offers a nonretributive reading of Revelation and addresses the issue of divine violence.
Several scholars have read and endorsed Dr. Tonstad’s commentary of Revelation. “Tonstad’s remarkable commentary offers a
comprehensive reading of Revelation that is both literarily sensitive and theologically incisive. With careful attention to the text’s
engagement with Israel’s scriptures, Tonstad interprets Revelation
as a christologically centered disclosure of the astonishing, counterintuitive triumph of
God’s love over the cosmic power of evil,” said Richard B. Hays, George Washington Ivey
Professor of New Testament, Duke Divinity School (emeritus).
In addition to his medical degree, Dr. Tonstad earned a PhD in New Testament studies
from the University of St. Andrews. He is a research professor of biblical interpretation
and assistant professor of medicine at Loma Linda University.
Dr. Tonstad says it has been his calling to write substantive books on Adventist themes
from a biblical studies perspective. His field is primarily the New Testament, but he has
written on topics not strictly limited to that part of the Bible with his Sabbath book as the
prime example. His medical background as well as his interest in the Holocaust are shaping
elements in his pursuits. Add to this an interest in ecology and non-human suffering, and the
picture will be complete. The latter is a concern that feeds off the Bible and medicine alike. n
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AIMS Works to Provide
Access to Quality Health Care
BY TIFFANY C. PRIESTER ’04
I want to extend a big thank you to each alumnus who
gave generously to one of the Alumni Association mission
projects last year. We received a total of $27,420 in donations
to use for our various mission projects. I am also encouraged by the small but growing number of alumni who have
indicated they have an interest to volunteer abroad. One of
our goals is to create a forum where our current missionaries
can interact directly with our alumni and provide the dates
they need cover or urgent needs and potentially even share
interesting cases and get feedback.
Many, if not most, of our mission hospitals in the past
century have often held the reputation as providing excellent
health care — sometimes, the best health care available
anywhere within the developing country in which they are
located. As these countries become “urbanized” and medical
tourism is flourishing, the “bar” for the standard of care to be
provided has steadily been rising. Now, our mission hospitals
are seeking not only general surgeons and primary care but
also specialists. There is a need for surgical subspecialists,
medical subspecialists, and intensive care units. Together
with this, there is a shift to including additional formal
training, such as ultrasound, tropical medicine, and obstetrics
courses/fellowships, for missionaries who are headed out.
There is a new global surgery fellowship at Loma Linda
University Medical Center to provide formal, more in-depth
training in the surgical subspecialties to better prepare a mission
surgeon to be“the only surgeon” around. In addition, a few of our
hospitals are adding residency training programs in-country.
What a great way to train the next generation in whole-person,
evidence-based health care right where they are needed most!
My friend and fellow missionary RYAN HAYTON ’05
knows what it’s like to be the only surgeon around. He writes:
“Global surgery is centered on advocacy and initiatives
aimed to create equity in surgical care and is based on the

Get Involved

idea that everyone deserves access to safe surgery worldwide.
With the development of Malamulo Adventist Hospital’s
general surgery residency run by the nondenominational
Pan-African Academy of Christian Surgeons (PAACS),
the focus of Adventist mission surgery has been altered to
include the ideal of training African surgeons who will be the
next generation of compassionate, certified, and competent

“

THERE IS A NEED FOR SURGICAL
SUBSPECIALISTS, MEDICAL SUBSPECIALISTS,
AND INTENSIVE CARE UNITS. TOGETHER
WITH THIS, THERE IS A SHIFT TO INCLUDING
ADDITIONAL FORMAL TRAINING, SUCH AS
ULTRASOUND, TROPICAL MEDICINE, AND
OBSTETRICS COURSES/FELLOWSHIPS, FOR
MISSIONARIES WHO ARE HEADED OUT.

surgeons for African mission hospitals. Malamulo’s surgical
program will be celebrating its first two graduates in July
2020. PAACS is undersigned by Loma Linda University and
has been training surgeons in African mission hospitals since
1997, and this year it will graduate its 100th surgeon. The
future is bright for surgery at mission hospitals as we foresee
PAACS graduates working alongside missionary surgeons.”
While overall access to quality health care remains bleak
in many developing countries, the future is looking brighter
for a few. And you can help it get even brighter by supporting
our alumni who are out in the field making it happen! n
(AIMS has migrated from being an independent not-for-profit entity
to being a council of the Alumni Association. We have maintained
all previous board members who desired to continue with AIMS.)

Learn: www.llusmaa.org/volunteer-mission-opportunities
Volunteer: ahiglobal.org/volunteer
Donate: www.llusmaa.org/donate
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APC 2020 in Review
MARCH 5-9, 2020

BY DAVID H. CREAMER ’04, AP C GOVERNING COUNCIL CHAIR

A

ttendees of the 88th Annual Postgraduate
Convention (APC) in collaboration with
Loma Linda University Health Homecoming,
March 5 to 9, greeted friends and classmates with enthusiastic fist bumps.
This year’s APC theme, “The Latest and Greatest in
Whole Person Care,” was reflected by CME course offerings. Plenary session lectures included topics in psychiatry,
brain health, aging and memory, obesity, diabetes, urology,
rheumatology, and cardiovascular health, among others.
Valter Longo, PhD, and Jamy Ard, MD, were featured
guest speakers.
Attendees also experienced the scientific poster session
and the Sunday Alumni Luncheon, which featured Alumni
Association updates.
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APC was also a time for classmates and friends to
connect. Nearly 30 classes organized reunions, including the
class of 1970, which celebrated its 50th anniversary, and the
class of 1995, which celebrated its 25th anniversary.
An APC highlight was the APC Gala, held March 8
at the Riverside Convention Center. The classes of 1970
and 1995 were honored and presented their class gifts, and
several alumni received awards. Students from the class of
2020 provided entertainment for the evening, and inspiring
videos featuring student stories were shown.
Alumni also joined hospital construction and campus
tours. They also gathered to worship during Homecoming
Sabbath services and enjoyed a traditional haystack lunch.
We hope to see you all next year at the 89th Annual
Postgraduate Convention. n
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CLASS REUNIONS

SILVER YEAR HONORED CLASS: Class of 1995 | 25th Anniversary

GOLD YEAR HONORED CLASS: Class of 1970 | 50th Anniversary

LEFT TO RIGHT:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Paul C. Boynton
Fekede W. Gemechu
Caleb Liem
Barbara J. Orr
Richard H. Hart
Beverly Ludders

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

M. Robert Ching
Charles E. Stewart
Jerrold A. Vest
Michael Norris
James E. Levos
Merrill J. Shidler
David E. Stabel

Class of 1960

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

J. Stephen Shank
John D. Jacobson
Neva C. Meek
Robert E. Rentschler
Sharon L. Mason
Frederick A. Schumann
David L. Wilkins

STANDING (all from left):

SITTING:

STANDING (all from left):

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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George H. Kuzma
James D. Simpson
Arthur N. Donaldson
Stephen S. Chang
Wendell E. Wettstein
Vanoy H. Smith
Richard H. Knierim

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Christopher D. Cumings
Ronald W. Rosenquist
James L. Davidian
Gerry Cabalo
G. Allen Gustafson
Keith K. Colburn

Class of 1980-A & B

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Louis W. Kang
George D. Chonkich
Donald D. Weaver
H. Eugene Shakespeare
John E. Chen
Roger C. Van Arsdell
Donald M. Moran
George M. Grames
Richard H. Paul
Charles L. Wical

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

James K. Yeo
C. Ian Nelson
Charles A. Sims
Delvin L. Zopf
John J. Ruffing
Arthur G. Falk
Clifton D. Reeves
Howard V. Gimbel
Virchel E. Wood

John K. Testerman (B)
F. David Collins (B)
Ronald E. Stevens (A)
Rendon C. Nelson (A)
Jonathan C. Bourne (B)
Stephen J. Skahen (A)
James L. Woolley (A)
Yvette A. Holness (B)
Cheryl C. Horsley (A)
David S. Hoskins (A)
John M. Ham (A)
Joyce L. Hoatson (B)

LEFT TO RIGHT:

1. Irwin R. B. Maier
2. Nancy L. Aaen
3. Randy L. Opp

4.
5.
6.
7.

Lyris V. Campbell
Richard J. Campbell
Chinedum C. Nathan
Andrea B. Ajayi

8.
9.
10.
11.

Tim D. Chapman
Michelle Beeson
Christine K. Seals
Laura D. Nist

Class of 1990

13. Virgil J. Nielsen (A)
14. M. Lester Richards (A)
SITTING (back row):

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Paul E. Houmann (B)
Karin E. Wammack ’81
Clement K. Chan (A)
Ronald E. Reece (A)
Steven W. Hildebrand (A)
Royce K. Bailey (B)
Jeffrey S. Hardesty (B)
David L. Foote (B)
K. Garth Huston (B)

SITTING (front row):

STANDING (all from left):

24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Janice A. Schilling (B)
Gary R. Barker (B)
Sarah M. Roddy (B)
Frederick I. Field (A)
David L. Wood (B)
Randall W. Waring (B)
John B. Carson (B)
Gary E. Gilbert (A)
Douglas R. Hegstad (A)
Brent W. Hildebrand (B)

Andrew C. Chang
Daniel C. Choo
Paul B. Kennedy
Steven E. Hodgkin
Mark Sutton
Ibrahim Sumarli
Anthony T. Fenison
Steven R. Carlson
Paul S. Kim
Ray A. Silao
Tae-Woong Im
Todd E. Christensen
Michael B. Ing

12.
13.
14.
15.

John R. Sharpe
Richard S. Baick
Stephen R. Crook
Gudata H. Hinika

16.
17.
18.
19.

O.C. Osifo
James Kenji Nozaki
Richard R. Ondrizek
S. Richard Carlton

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Charise L. Ivy
Nathan B. Williams
Paul C. Herrmann
Darlene M. Zaft
W. Tait Stevens
Elaine A. Hart
Marcus A. Bryner
John D. Wilson

Class of 2000

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Ronald D. Hart
Felix N. Ajayi
J. Todd Martell
Barry S. Grames
David A. Young
Samuel S. Oh
Wilfred W. Shiu
Kevin G. Drew

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

Teresa L. Thompson
Adina M. Mercer
Karita E. Goulbourne
Besh Barcega
Bessie L. Hwang
Casey Kennedy
Grace J. Kim

KNEELING (front row)

SITTING (in chairs):

22.
23.
24.
25.

Thomas I. Kanomata
Cynthia A. Herzog
Nora Evans
Darla Morgan

33.
34.
35.
36.

Jonathan L. Wurl
Bradley D. Herrick
Steven E. Zane
Patricia M. Chu

LEFT TO RIGHT:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Hin Wah Lee
Luther Mangoba
Sean D. Adrean
Jill D. Parker
Timothy D. Watson
Katherine E. Sljuka
Sandra T. Fortner
Yaron Hazani
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1

2

1

2
3
3

(1) ROGER D. SEHEULT ’00
emcees for the 2020 APC Gala.

4

(2) Current Alumni
Association president, DEBRA
L. STOTTLEMYER ’86 (front
row third left), and the past
presidents take their annual
group photo at the APC Gala.
(3) Students from the class
of 2020 entertain the gala
attendees with a featured
musical performance.

4

(4) Students mingle during the
2020 APC Gala social hour.

5

Dr. Mohr Receives Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential Award

(1) Alumni attend a presentation by Nancy Berlinger, PhD,
during an APC plenary session.
(2) Nancy Berlinger, PhD,
CHRISTOPHER A. CHURCH
’96, GRACE W. OEI ’04,
and Christian Johnston, JD,
answer questions during the
Center for Christian Bioethics
panel discussion.
(3) APC and LLUH
Homecoming attendees take a
hospital construction tour to
see the new medical center in
its final stages of construction.
(4) Valter Longo, PhD,
presents his lecture on
fasting mimicking diets and
age-related diseases.
(5) Students and alumni attend
the scientific poster exhibits
during APC weekend.
(6) Alumni from the class of
2010 catch up with each other
during their class reunion at
Hulda Crooks Park.
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The Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential Award is granted to individuals of exemplary
character and commitment to the vision and mission of the Alumni Association.

6

GINA J. MOHR ’96 has enthusiastically served as chair of the Alumni
Association’s Student Affairs Council
(SAC) since 2007. Her goal has been to
show students just how much they are
loved and cared for by the Association.
She gives generously of her time to serve
and support the students. Dr. Mohr is
well loved by medical students. Her
infectious personality, quick wit, and
ready smile have made the SAC one of
the most fun committees on which to
serve in the Alumni Association.
During her term as chair, the SAC’s
assets have consistently grown, now
existing solely on donations. Dr. Mohr

is passionate about the SAC’s mission
to build long-term relationships with
future alumni. Student involvement
continues to grow each year with more
and more ways to engage the students
and raise their awareness of the Alumni
Association. Additional projects are
continually being planned.
Dr. Mohr exemplifies the values of
excellence, hard work, and commitment. She is greatly appreciated for the
positivity, energy, and exuberance she
brings to the Alumni Association. She
goes far and above in her dedication to
the medical students and the alumni of
Loma Linda University. n

GINA J. MOHR ’96 (right) takes a photo
with H. DEL SCHUTTE ’84, outgoing president of the Alumni Association, after she
received the Iner Sheld-Ritchie Presidential
Award at the APC Gala on March 8.
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Throughout his career, Dr. Knierim has held various
professional appointments, including medical director,
co-chair, director, and consultant. He also worked as a
clinical associate professor at the University of Washington
School of Medicine Department of Pathology for over 20
years and has been a member of numerous professional organizations. He and his wife, Claire, currently live in Bellevue,
Washington, and have two children, Amy and Alex.

JAMES E. LEVOS ’70
From second left to right are the 2020 honored alumni, ROBERT J. WAGNER ’69, RICHARD H. KNIERIM ’70, BARBARA J. ORR ’70,
JAMES L. DAVIDIAN ’70, KEITH K. COLBURN ’70, ROBERT E. RENTSCHLER ’70, and JAMES E. LEVOS ’70, with Alumni
Association President DEBRA L. STOTTLEMYER ’86 (left) and School of Medicine Dean TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 (right).

2020 Honored Alumni
KEITH K. COLBURN ’70
After medical school, Dr. Colburn
completed an internship at Kettering
Memorial Hospital followed by an
internal medicine residency at Loma Linda
University Medical Center and Riverside
General Hospital. He then continued
his medical training as a rheumatology fellow at UCLA
and Sepulveda VA Medical Center. After his fellowship,
he returned to Loma Linda University (LLU) to begin his
career as an assistant professor of medicine. Dr. Colburn also
served as chief of rheumatology at Jerry L. Pettis Memorial
VA Hospital and LLU for over 20 years as well as associate
chair for research in the LLU Department of Medicine. He
is currently working as professor of medicine at LLU.
Throughout his career, Dr. Colburn has served in various
leadership roles and has been a member of numerous committees. He and his wife, Janine, currently reside in Yucaipa,
California, and they have two sons, Jeffrey and Jonathan.

JAMES L. DAVIDIAN ’70
After graduating from medical school,
Dr. Davidian completed an internship at
Florida Hospital and an ophthalmology
residency at White Memorial Hospital in
Los Angeles. Following residency, he did
an informal ophthalmic plastic surgery
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fellowship in Los Angeles. Dr. Davidian has practiced as
a staff physician and emergency department physician in
numerous locations and was surgically active until 2018. He
also worked in private practice as a general ophthalmologist
from 1988 to 2007. He has held multiple society memberships and various leadership positions throughout his career.
He officially retired at the end of 2019.
Dr. Davidian has made many contributions to medical
education and medical missionary pursuits. He is the
founder and president of Adventist International Eye
Services, which is a non-profit corporation benefiting eye
care programs in Mexico, Africa, and Madagascar. He and
his wife, Jeanne Ann, reside in Central Point, Oregon, and
they have two daughters, Lauri Anne and Janna Lynne.

RICHARD H. KNIERIM ’70
After completing an internship and
pathology residency at the University of
Washington, Dr. Knierim began to work
as a pathologist and laboratory physician at Sacred Heart Medical Center in
Spokane, Washington.
Shortly after, he joined the U.S. Army and served as a
pathologist at the United States Army Hospital in Okinawa,
Japan, as well as Madigan Army Medical Center in Fort
Lewis, Washington. Upon completing his military service,
he returned to Sacred Heart Medical Center to continue his
work there.

After medical school, Dr. LeVos did an
internal medicine internship and partial
residency at Loma Linda University
(LLU). He was then drafted into the U.S.
Army, serving as a general medical officer
in South Korea and as an emergency room
physician in Fort Ord, California. Dr. LeVos went on to earn
an MPH from LLU School of Public Health and worked as
assistant professor of health science in that department.
In 1979, Dr. LeVos began working as a family physician in a private group practice in West Virginia. He was
the medical examiner and coroner of Ritchie County
for over 20 years and the medical director of the Ritchie
County Emergency Squads for over 25 years. He was also
on the clinical faculty at West Virginia University School
of Medicine for 10 years. He and his wife, Sandra Lynn,
currently reside in Pennsboro, West Virginia, and they have
one son, Ken.

BARBARA J. ORR ’70
Dr. Orr began her internal medicine
training at Loma Linda University (LLU)
and then transferred to a rotating internship at Riverside Regional Medical Center
in Newport News, Virginia. She then
worked for the Newport News Public
Health Department as assistant medical director in family
planning, general medicine, Head Start, and STD clinics.
She later became assistant medical director of the emergency
department at LLU. In 1978, she began to work at Jerry L.
Pettis Memorial VA Hospital as a primary care physician in
the clinic and emergency department. She was an original
member of the family medicine department at LLU and
worked there from 1980 to retirement in 2010.
Dr. Orr also started the Lending Library at the
Carrol S. Small Alumni Center and developed a match

preparation website for medical students. She was married
to T. Joe Willey, who passed away in April 2019. She has
three children, Mark, Bruce, and KELLY BOYATT ’01,
and she currently resides in Colton, California.

ROBERT E. RENTSCHLER ’70
Upon completing a year of internship
and 14 months of internal medicine residency at Loma Linda University (LLU),
Dr. Rentschler joined the U.S. Army
Medical Corps and served as a general
medical officer for two years. He then
went on to do a fellowship in developmental therapeutics at
MD Anderson Hospital.
Dr. Rentschler worked as a full-time faculty member
of the medical oncology department at LLU from 1976 to
1990 and then as associate clinical professor of medicine
from 1990 to 2005. He also served as chief of oncology and
hematology at Beaver Medical Group for 15 years.
Dr. Rentschler has been a member of numerous committees and has served in leadership positions for many of them.
He retired from clinical practice in 2005 and worked as a
part-time physician recruiting for Beaver Medical Group
until 2016. He and his wife, Judy, currently live in Yucaipa,
and they have three children, Brian, Gina, and Scott.

ROBERT J. WAGNER ’69
Following an internship and residency
in obstetrics and gynecology (OB-GYN)
at Loma Linda University (LLU), Dr.
Wagner went on to complete a fellowship
in gynecologic oncology at MD Anderson
Hospital and Tumor Institute.
Dr. Wagner has been a full-time faculty member in
the department of gynecology and obstetrics at LLU since
1973, serving as chief of gynecologic oncology since 1980.
He served as director of the OB-GYN residency training
program at LLU from 1980 to 2007. He also served as
chair of the department of gynecology and obstetrics at San
Bernardino County Medical Center for three years.
Outside of medicine, Dr. Wagner has volunteered much
of his time helping to build and install camp meeting backdrops for the University Church for over 20 years. He and
his wife, Marian, currently reside in Redlands, California,
and they have three children, ANDREA WAGNER
THORP ’01, Jessica, and Jake. n
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2020 AIMS Awardees
REGINALD D. RICE ’63

RICHARD A. NELSON ’51

Following medical school, Dr. Rice did
a rotating internship at Glendale Adventist
Hospital and later moved to Guam with his
family to serve at the Far Eastern Island Mission
Clinic. A few years later, he took the call to start a
clinic in Sandakan, Sabah, Malaysia.
Dr. Rice went on to continue his medical training by completing
a general surgery residency at White Memorial Medical Center in
Los Angeles. He worked in private practice for several years and
also served in numerous leadership positions, including president,
vice president, director, and chief of staff. In 2008, he received the
Helping Hands Award for community service from the Marshall
Hospital Foundation in Placerville, California. He has been a
recent participant on the board of directors of Placerville SDA
Church, was a physician volunteer in the AMEN clinic last year,
and is currently part of a prison ministry.
Beyond medicine, Dr. Rice and his wife, Shirley, own and manage
the American River Cherry Company, which is a U-pick berry and
cherry farm. They currently live in Placerville, California, and they
have three children, Kim, REGINALD RICE JR. ’89, and Jill.

Dr. Nelson began medical school at Loma
Linda University but was drafted into the U.S.
Army shortly after. He served in the military for
about eight years before returning to Loma Linda
to complete his medical degree. After finishing
medical school, Dr. Nelson went on to complete
an internship and general surgery residency at White Memorial
Medical Center in Los Angeles.
After his medical training, Dr. Nelson received a call from the
General Conference asking him to serve as a missionary at Tokyo
Adventist Hospital. He served in Tokyo as well as hospitals in
Okinawa and Kobe for more than 10 years. Upon returning to the
states, with the help of two medical school friends, Dr. Nelson was
able to start working as a general surgeon at a hospital in Corona,
California, and he continued to work there until his retirement.
During his spare time, Dr. Nelson enjoyed spending time at
his summer house by Lake Nojiri in Japan. He recently celebrated
his 100th birthday and will also be celebrating his 78th wedding
anniversary this year. He and his wife, Carol, currently live in Loma
Linda, and they have three children, Carol, Jerry, and Shirley. n

Alumnus of the
Year: JOHN D.
JACOBSON ’70

BY RICHARD H. KNIERIM ’70

JOHN D. JACOBSON ’70,
member of the honored
50th anniversary class of the
School of Medicine, received
the 2020 Alumnus of the Year
award at the 88th Annual

Weldon D. Schumacher Award

Student Awards

Postgraduate Convention Gala.

Over the years, WELDON D.
SCHUMACHER ’62 showed an
exemplary commitment to the School of
Medicine Alumni Association. His philanthropic gifts to the Alumni Association,
the School of Medicine, and Loma Linda
University are widely known.
In honor of his magnanimous gifts
and his endless spirit of giving, the
Alumni Association created an award
in his name to recognize the individual
with the highest contribution to the
Alumni Association in the past year.
This year, the Schumacher
Award was presented to DAVID L.
WOOD ’80 in appreciation of his
generous donations to the Alumni
Association. n

Among the several alumni honored at the
2020 APC Gala, two student awards were
presented as well.
The Heart for Service Award is given to
a senior who has given much of their time in
service to the community or in the mission
field. This year, the School of Medicine felt
that there were two excellent candidates,
which resulted in two recipients for this
award: CHARLES BROWN (’20) and
VICTORIA CHUNG (’20).
The Student Affairs Council (SAC)
Representative Award is presented to the
student representative from the graduating
class. This year, two students received the
award: Ben Robinson, who is taking a year off,
and MATTHEW FUKUDA (’20), who
took the position during the fourth year. n

After completing medical school,
Dr. Jacobson (also known as Jack) did a
rotating internship at Sacred Heart Medical
Center in Spokane, Washington. Mission
work followed at Adventist Medical Center in
Okinawa, Japan, from 1971 to 1976. During
his time in Japan, he and his wife, Marlys,
had their first daughter, JULIENNE
JACOBSON ’97, and later adopted two
daughters, Jennie, who passed away in 1995,
and Jerilyn. Since then, Dr. Jacobson has done
relief work at the same Okinawa Hospital
from 1976 to the present, about 30 times,
up to four months some years. From 1976
to 1982, he practiced family medicine in a
medically underserved area, Summerville,
West Virginia, and was able to help start the
first Seventh-day Adventist church there.
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DAVID L. WOOD ’80 (right) takes a
photo with H. DEL SCHUTTE ’84,
outgoing president of the Alumni
Association, after receiving the Weldon D.
Schumacher Award at the APC Gala on
Sunday, March 8.

JOHN D. JACOBSON ’70 (center) smiles for a photo with DEBRA L. STOTTLEMYER ’86 (left)
and TAMARA L. THOMAS ’87 after receiving the 2020 Alumnus of the Year award.

Dr. Jacobson continued his medical
training by completing an obstetrics and
gynecology residency at Loma Linda
University (LLU) Medical Center, and he
worked as a staff physician and professor
for the department of obstetrics and gynecology (OB-GYN) for 33 years. Among his
accomplishments was the development of a
computer program specific to the needs of
the infertility department. He also served

as chief financial officer of the OB-GYN
department at LLU, has reviewed over
370 articles for an online CME site, was
published in 40 peer-reviewed journals,
and participated in 102 invited lectures
and 14 resident lectures. Throughout his
career, Dr. Jacobson received the Golden
Apple Award, Most Valuable Attending
Award, and twice received the Outstanding
Attending Staff Physician Award. Also
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Whole Person Care and
a Healthier Lifestyle
AN INTERVIEW WITH DR. COLUMBUS BATISTE
INTERVIEW CONDUCTED AND EDITED BY CHRIS CLOUZET
MARLYS JACOBSON

during his career at Loma Linda, his son,
Jed, was born.
Dr. Jacobson met WILLIAM C.
PATTON ’69 during medical school on
the old outside basketball court down by
the pool where they played together off
and on over many years. Dr. Patton was
delighted when Dr. Jacobson became an
OB-GYN resident at LLU and stayed on
to become a faculty member. Dr. Patton was
in private practice for a while but rejoined
the full-time faculty at LLU in 1994. They
weren’t working directly together at first
because Dr. Jacobson worked in Riverside
doing gynecologic oncology under ALAN
KING ’58, functioning as an oncologist.
Dr. Jacobson performed many “first” LLU
minimally invasive surgeries in gynecology
and surgery (appendectomy, tubal surgery,
oophorectomy, and ectopic pregnancy),
mentored the urology staff, and was responsible for resident education in minimally
invasive surgery for many years.
In 1995, Dr. Patton was alone in the
reproductive endocrinology and infertility
(REI) practice as in vitro fertilization (IVF)
was becoming the predominate technology.
Dr. King suggested that Dr. Jacobson
become a member of the REI team, so he and
Dr. Patton learned how to do IVF together,
operated together, talked medicine, joked,
and developed a complete infertility center.
They discussed and developed protocols
for patient care and then implemented the
plans seamlessly so that patients and nurses
saw complete consistency. Each brought
unique skills to the practice.
When Dr. Patton became the OB-GYN
chair, he asked Dr. Jacobson to be the section
chief for reproductive endocrinology and
infertility. Dr. Jacobson continued in that
position until his retirement.
Past adventures of Dr. Jacobson include
many snow skiing trips in Utah, a trip on
the Alaska Marine Highway to Alaska, a
visit to England and Scotland, and vacations
in Hawaii and New Zealand. He has been
a skipper of sailboats in New Zealand, the
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JOHN D. JACOBSON ’70 celebrates with his daughter, JULIENNE JACOBSON ’97, at her School
of Medicine graduation ceremony.

Caribbean, British Columbia, and southern
California. Recent travel with Walk Japan
included trails, ryokans, fixed ropes and
chains, and spectacular scenery. His other
interests outside of medicine include baseball, woodworking, bird-watching, scuba
diving, and reading. Remote interests led to
a pilot’s license and a ham radio license.
Ron Riter, who attended elementary
school and Upper Columbia Academy
(UCA) with Dr. Jacobson, shared a memory:
“Jack’s parents were very nurturing. They
would drive 100 miles one way whenever
Jack did anything special at UCA — even
when he just played basketball.”
Danny Campbell, who graduated from
UCA with Dr. Jacobson, stated, “Jack was
the best basketball player at UCA. One
time during P.E., we were asked to throw a
baseball as far as we could, and I thought
I had a pretty good arm. However, when
Jack threw it, it was like that spot in the
Superman movie when young Clark Kent
kicked a football in frustration — it almost
went into orbit. Jack’s ball went way farther
than all of the others.”
ROBERT E. RENTSCHLER ’70
shared another memory: “Jack was (and

remains) very bright. It always frustrated
me how hard I had to study things that he
could read once and retain more accurately
than I could, even with all my studying. I
can remember many evenings while intently
studying in my freshman dorm room for a
test the next day, I could see Jack walking
to Gentry Gym for a basketball game with
friends. In spite of his lesser time spent
studying and relaxed attitude about big
tests, he always scored at or near the top of
our class.”
Dr. Jacobson and his friends love to keep
in touch and talk about numerous subjects.
He is highly regarded by his friends and
colleagues, and he has distinguished
himself in both his personal and professional pursuits.
Dr. Jacobson and Marlys currently reside
in Riverside, California, and are often with
their five (soon-to-be-six) grandchildren. n

As chief of cardiology at Kaiser Riverside
and Moreno Valley, chair of the Regional
Cardiac Services Quality Committee, and
assistant clinical professor for University of
California, Riverside, School of Medicine,
COLUMBUS D. BATISTE ’98 is an
experienced interventional cardiologist. For
him though, it’s as much about the extent that
he can intervene in someone’s lifestyle as it is
about the stents that prevent a heart attack.
He relishes opportunties to share with his
patients knowledge he has acquired over more
than a decade learning and practicing a lifestyle of whole food plant-based diets combined
with physical activity. Dr. Batiste is married to
Danette, and they have two children, Brooke
and Columbus. Recently, I was able to speak
with him about his journey into this role as the
“Healthy Heart Doc,” important concepts he
shares with patients, and how other physicians
can practice “lifestyle medicine.” I have edited
the following highlights for clarity and length.
(Italicized sections are paraphrases or summaries of Dr. Batiste’s responses.)
WHAT WOULD YOU CALL YOUR MESSAGE?
DO YOU CONSIDER IT A “GO VEGAN”
MESSAGE, OR IS IT MORE THAN THAT?

Dr. Knierim is a pathologist in
Bellevue, Washington, and was
a School of Medicine classmate
of Dr. Jacobson. He was also one
of this year’s honored alumni.

It’s definitely not “go vegan.” To be honest,
I tend to say there are too many labels. We
oftentimes simply have standard American
diets “vegan” style or “vegetarian” style. We
eat highly refined products, and we focus
on what we’re not eating as opposed to what

we are eating for our health. Essentially, my
message is about building resiliency. In life
we either add to our resiliency, or we add
to our stress. As our stress increases on
that denominator, our health decreases.
Nutrition plays a role in that. Added
stressors impact us by leading to oxidative
stress, which leads to nutritional stressors
that potentiate the inflammatory process,
cancer, heart disease, etc. Instead, if we’re
able to build on our resiliency with our
mindset, activity, and nutrition, then we
have the opportunity to bolster our health
tremendously. It’s not about living forever;
it’s about improving the health span.
HOW DID THIS JOURNEY BEGIN FOR YOU?

When I entered into practice, patients
would ask, “What do I do now, Doc? What
do I eat? How much do I exercise?” I felt
there was a gap in my knowledge — despite
phenomenal training in internal medicine
and cardiovascular disease — as it pertains
to lifestyle. As a Seventh-day Adventist, I
understood that there is a health message,
but I was unlearned in the application of that
in a scientific manner. So I went into Barnes
& Noble and found physician-written
books. They covered everything from the
paleo and keto diets to the South Beach
diet. Around that time, my dad ended up
succumbing to ill effects of diabetes, and
that impacted me substantially. I started to
look more aggressively into things.

He discovered Dr. Caldwell Esselstyn’s
“Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease” and
began reading other well-known authors
on nutrition, such as Dr. Dean Ornish and
Nathan Pritikin. He also began studying literature, such as the EPIC-Oxford trials, about
the impact whole food plant-based diets have
on modifying disease.
I realized that the evidence is irrefutable in terms of the benefit and power
for impacting lives in general. That said,
none of my colleagues were talking about
nutrition, so I was a little sheepish about
venturing into it. I’ll never forget the
patient I first decided to discuss nutrition
with. They had been referred to me almost
as a second opinion from my colleague to
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do a complex coronary intervention to put
in stents and had been turned down before.
When they came back, their symptoms
had gone away, just as the research had
shown. So I told other patients and all had
transformative effects from making lifestyle
changes. This is without me lecturing; I
simply referred them to books, and I, as
a physician, validated the importance of
healthy lifestyle changes.
That was around 2009. From there, things
began to snowball for Dr. Batiste. He met
some of the authors whose books he had read,
and around 2011 he started a monthly lecture
series for his patients called “Missing Link.”
Dr. Batiste hired a dietitian so that patients
had immediate access to valuable resources for
lifestyle changes. A cooking class evolved called
“The CATH Lab,” which stands for Cooking
Alternative to Health and offers patients a
different way to transform their arteries. The
lectures and classes are going strong, and
Dr. Batiste continues to present widely, also
appearing in the 2018 film about plant-based
athletes called “The Game Changers.” More
recently, Dr. Batiste has directed the inception of a regional home-based cardiac rehab
program that has supported nearly 5,000
patients practicing exercise, nutrition, and
medication adherence.
HOW DO YOU LIVE OUT THESE CONCEPTS
DAY TO DAY, PARTICULARLY AS A BUSY
PHYSICIAN?

I use technology and competition. I use
my Apple Watch and compete with my
nurse lead for the department, which keeps
me on track getting in my steps. I have a
standing desk in my office. I constantly take
the stairs. I challenge the staff in between
procedures to walk the stairs with me from
the basement to the eighth floor. When
I first started off, I was very vocal and
transparent. This allowed others to hold
me accountable.
I find that everyone is busy, and busyness is an excuse. I tell folks it’s about planning. This is a marathon, and everyone isn’t
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going to be able to hit 26.2 miles the first
day. I give them an example. Before work,
I may make a green smoothie with coconut
water or almond milk. I’ll put in my frozen
berries — not fresh, so it doesn’t go bad,
and it’s affordable. I put in my frozen kale
or spinach, maybe some mango. I put my
hot cereal inside a glass bowl with pumpkin

“

IF WE’RE ABLE TO BUILD
ON OUR RESILIENCY WITH
OUR MINDSET, ACTIVITY,
AND NUTRITION, THEN WE
HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO BOLSTER OUR HEALTH
TREMENDOUSLY.

spices and a nut-based milk. I pop open a
frozen bag of rice, a can of black beans, and
frozen vegetables. I put those in a glass bowl,
put a lid on top of it, and I’m out the door.
Now I have my breakfast and lunch, and I
may get some fruit while I’m out. I’m satisfied. It’s healthy, it’s inexpensive, and it took
no time to prepare. It’s not necessarily an
issue of being too busy; it’s an issue of being
mindful and understanding the cue-reward
system that’s getting me to create a habit to
say that this is a priority.
When people feel guilty for “failing”
somehow, Dr. Batiste tells them to avoid
what’s called the “what the heck” moment.
Instead of starting over next Monday, focus on
the next moment, the next meal. He also says
to think of the reasons you’ll fail in the coming
week and “solve for those problems.” Can you
find something healthy to eat near work or
meal prep in advance? Would grocery delivery
or a food-prep delivery system work for you?
He once had this conversation with a couple
of physicians and took them grocery shopping.
Simply choosing things like rice and vegetables
helped them realize how easy it could be.
It’s just a shift in the mindset. I’ll be
honest; what excites me now is that passion
of the lightbulb turning on for someone. All

I’m doing is showing it or demonstrating it
or describing it to them as opposed to me
putting in a stent.
When it comes to balance and moderation or having “cheats,” Dr. Batiste likens it
to investing in one’s retirement. Skipping six
months of investing during your 20s may not
be so bad, but doing the same during your 50s
could be much more impactful.
It depends on where you’re at in terms of
the burden of disease that you’re aware of,
which may determine the degree of therapy
from nutrition you have to be consistent
with. When it comes to the concept of “cheat
day,” if we’re really honest with ourselves,
who are we cheating? And for many of us,
that cheat day snowballs into other days,
and then we start eating a little on both ends
of the cheat day. It’s about asking, “What is
my goal? Is this action pushing me toward
my health or not?” It’s not about perfection;
it’s about being intentional and recognizing
what your goals are.

Dr. Batiste says success has little to do with
data. After all, different arguments can make
sense. The goal is to help people embrace the
idea that they want to feel better and to discover
the reason that motivates them. Incremental
improvements are valuable too.
What I find is that if we can create a
keystone habit, then we can begin a process
of progressive improvement as opposed to
me hitting someone with: “I want you to
go whole food plant based. No salt, no oil,
no sugar. Eat all meals at home. Bring your
instapot when you travel.” That’s too much
for most people. But we can choose how to
start. With breakfast? With lunch? With a
salad before each meal? What specific fruit
or leafy green vegetable will you commit to
this week? Give them an “actionable” that
provides a sense of accomplishment and a
feeling of, “You know what? I’m starting to
feel a little bit better. I’m feeling this.”
CAN PATIENTS GO TOO FAR IN HAVING
FALSE EXPECTATIONS OF A WHOLE FOOD

WE WANT TO HEAR SOMEONE LIKE YOU SAY

PLANT-BASED DIET? IN OTHER WORDS, “I

THAT IT’S OKAY TO EAT THAT BURGER ONCE

DON’T NEED MEDICATIONS ANYMORE,” OR

IN A WHILE.

“WHY DID I GET CANCER?”

We are always looking for someone to
tell us what we want to hear. Here’s the
thing with moderation. We say, “Let’s just be
moderate in our approach,” which sounds
good. But do we ever say, “Be moderate in
the amount of water you drink”? No! How
about broccoli? No! Salad? Beans? Brown
rice? No.
We only use moderation in terms of
things that we probably should not be
having: alcohol, sweets. I’m not saying I
never have anything, but I think we have
to be intentional. And it’s about growth. I
used to be a sugar-holic. I love desserts and
sweets. I don’t have them anymore. But this
has been 10 or 15 years in the making. The
key is to feed the good guys more than the
bad guys in your body through your actions
and nutrition.
When it comes to the greatest catalyst
toward effective change in people’s lives,

Absolutely. I’ve seen it both ways. It’s
like a seesaw effect. As you increase your
lifestyle, you may be able to go completely
away from medications, or you may still
require some. It’s not that medications are
evil; it’s a matter of finding the balance that
is best for your genetic makeup. We have to
incrementally increase our reach in terms
of nutrition.
On the other hand, there is going to
be an ending to all of us. Yes, you may get
cancer or heart disease despite doing everything perceivably right. No one should ever
espouse that by eating 100 percent whole
food plant-based, running marathons, and
being the most giving person in the world
that you will never have any disease burden.
That’s not true. But I say, “How do you
know you wouldn’t have had this 20 years
ago if it weren’t for what you’ve committed
to in your lifestyle and health?”

HOW CAN ALUMNI START PROVIDING
PATIENTS WITH WHAT YOU CALL “TRUE
INFORMED

CONSENT”

—

THAT

IS,

DISCUSSING THE VALUE OF AGGRESSIVE
LIFESTYLE CHANGES WHEN SPEAKING WITH
PATIENTS ABOUT TREATMENT OPTIONS?

You have to validate the importance
of lifestyle to patients. That’s number one.
A lot of the time as physicians, we are
guarded in areas that we are ill-informed.
And a lot of physicians are uninformed as
it pertains to the research because it’s not
taught inside of medical school — at least
when I graduated — and weren’t taught
readily or robustly in training either. That
means your vantage point pertains to medications, procedures, and surgeries. When
you introduce a new area, there is a degree
of fear because it hasn’t been validated in
your mind.
I tell this to physicians I work with: “You
understand that there’s some data on vegetables and their benefit for anti-cancer and
heart disease. Espouse that. You know there
is some benefit from beans and legumes and
fiber rich foods, so espouse that.” You start
with what you know as opposed to what
you don’t know. And have good support in
terms of a health educator or a dietitian that
you feel comfortable referring folks to.
Near the end of the interview, Dr. Batiste
addresses physicians specifically. “We have an
obligation to speak up,” he says. It’s important
for physicians to take advantage of the
authority they have and to guide people toward
healthier lives.
The challenge is that we have to — to use
Loma Linda’s terminology — really treat
the whole person. We can’t just practice
in isolation; we have to look at the whole
person. We have to have empathy with our
patients and meet them where they’re at to
bring them along to a higher place. n

*To read the full article, visit http://
llusmaa.org/features/whole-personcare-and-a-healthier-lifestyle.

Resources
Many resources exist for
learning about whole food plantbased diets. Below are a few that
Dr. Batiste recommends to help
get you started.

FILMS
• “Forks Over Knives”
(A benchmark nutrition film)
• “The Game Changers”
(Engaging)
• “The Last Heart Attack”
(By Dr. Sanjay Gupta and CNN)

BOOKS
• “The 22-Day Revolution” by
Marco Borges (Author is an
exercise physiologist)
• “Prevent and Reverse
Heart Disease” by Caldwell
Esselstyn, MD (More
scientific)
• “The China Study” by T.
Colin Campbell, PhD, and
Thomas M. Campbell II, MD
(Well-known comprehensive
study of nutrition)

WEBSITES
• Nutritionfacts.org (Useful
short videos)
• Kickstart.pcrm.org (A 21-day
vegan kickstart program)
• Feastingonfruit.com
(Desserts)

TIP FROM DR. BATISTE
• Get Audible (or check your
library) for nutrition audiobooks. Listen during your
commute or your exercise.
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Dermatology
BY HARRY DAO JR ., MD, CHAIR ,
DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLO GY, LLUSM

I do not know who had more anxiety or
excitement on Sept. 3, 2019. That
morning, I held my 2.5-year-old daughter
in my arms and reassured her that her first day of preschool
would be fun. Perhaps I was just trying to calm my nerves,
as it was also my first day on the job after moving from
Texas to California. It was an honor to be appointed chair
of the department of dermatology at Loma Linda University
(LLU). Would I live up to expectations?
Dermatology started as a section of internal medicine in 1981 with two dermatologists, FRED F.
SOEPRONO ’73 and INGRID K. TRENKLE ’73.
One year later, NANCY J. ANDERSON ’76 joined
the faculty, followed by Abel Torres, MD, four years later.
Dr. Anderson and Dr. Torres founded the dermatology residency program in 1988. For 32 years, Dr. Torres served as
head of the division of dermatology (1996-2008) and chair
of the department of dermatology (2008-2018).
To date, 50 residents and 21 Mohs procedural dermatology fellows have graduated from our program. The
dedicated dermatology faculty members oversee extensive
training in medical and surgical dermatology, with further
training in dermatopathology, pediatric dermatology, and
cosmetic dermatology emphasized. Our three current
senior residents have continued this trend of excellence.
JANNA M. VASSANTACHART ’16 matched into
a pediatric dermatology fellowship at Stanford and Karen
Kagha, MD, into a laser medicine fellowship at Harvard.
Parin Rimtepathip, MD, will be joining a private practice
dermatology group in Georgia.
As of January 2020, we have 12 faculty between LLU
and the VA, eight residents, two physician assistants, and
over 20 dedicated support staff who are committed to
whole person care. Faculty and residents care for patients
at the LLU Faculty Medical Clinics, Riverside University
Health System (RUHS), and the Loma Linda VA Health
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Care System (VA). At the Faculty Medical Clinics in 2019,
18,238 outpatient visits, 1,000 Mohs surgery cases, and
2,908 cosmetic visits were completed. We also work with
third- and fourth-year medical students and family medicine, internal medicine, and plastic surgery residents who
rotate on our clinical service.
Sharon E. Jacob, MD, is chief of the dermatology section
at the VA. The VA-based dermatology program at Loma
Linda has provided veteran-centered care and residency
education for over three decades. For fiscal year 2019, the
dermatology department completed 12,488 patient encounters. VA physician faculty members have joint appointments
at LLU and the VA, and they see patients at the VA, supervising students and residents and conducting research.
Upon speaking with BETSY J. FURUKAWA ’06,
our associate residency program director and dermatology
service line chief at RUHS, you can feel her excitement
with our continued partnership with RUHS, allowing us
to provide care to a diverse and underserved population.
In 2019, 3,045 outpatient clinic visits were completed.
Teledermatology is offered as well. Clinical capacity will
increase with an upcoming move this year.
By summer, our department’s home base will be moving
to 25865 Barton Road, Suite 101, Loma Linda. I was
fortunate to be able to work with the architects during the
planning stages of this move. Our capacity for clinical care
will grow with an increase in the dermatologic surgery unit
from three to eight surgical rooms, and we will also have 18
medical and cosmetic treatment rooms that will pave the way
for the recruitment of additional dermatologists to our team.
Our residents will benefit from a larger conference room for
their didactic training, and I expect our academic, clinical,
and research activities to grow over the coming years. n
Dr. Dao earned his medical degree from Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine. He served on the faculty at Baylor College of
Medicine for seven years before coming to Loma Linda University
in September 2019.

(1984-2016) as well as co-chair/chair of
the section of dermatology (1988-1996).
For 32 years she served as the director of the
dermatology residency training program

(1996-2018). Nationally, Dr. Anderson
has been an advisor with the AAMC,
member of the Women’s Dermatologic
Society Mentorship Committee, and
physician liaison for the National Psoriasis
Foundation support group.
What drives Dr. Anderson is the
pursuit of knowledge and the love of
teaching. Within her busy complex
medical dermatology clinics, she especially
loves psoriasis and blistering diseases.
She is equally busy in her cosmetic
dermatology clinics, where she is in
high demand. Dr. Anderson lectures to
numerous medical groups and societies,
and she presents 40-50 lectures annually.
She also has a long list of research projects
as the primary investigator.
Outside of work, Dr. Anderson used
to be an avid sailor. Nowadays, you can
find her hiking or gardening — roses are
her favorite! n

representative, keeping clinical operations
in check.
Clinically, Dr. Luke wears as many hats
as she does on the administrative side. She

welcomes tough medical dermatology
cases in both children and adults, and
she has a burgeoning interest in cosmetic
dermatology as well as in skin of color. She
tackles tough and important subjects, such
as the issue of diversity in dermatology,
having served on the American Academy
of Dermatology (AAD) Diversity Task
Force and being selected to attend the
AAD Diversity Conference in recent
years. For her commitment to promoting
diversity in dermatology through her work
on the task force, she was honored in the
2017 AAD Stars of the Academy with a
Presidential Citation.
Outside of work, Dr. Luke is an active
member of the CrossWord Christian
Church, keeping busy as a praise and
worship leader and with other church
activities within the community. She also
loves spending time with her husband
and children. n

DERMATOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Nancy J. Anderson ’76
Dr. Nancy J. Anderson, our most
senior faculty member, is a true Loma
Linda University “lifer.” Little did she
know when growing up in Battle Creek,
Michigan, that she would dedicate her
career to Loma Linda University, but
there were hints along the way. Her father,
HAROLD E. ANDERSON ’40, was
one of the first dermatology residents to
graduate from Wayne State University in
Detroit, Michigan. Her younger brother,
Kent Anderson, was a graduate of LLU’s
School of Dentistry.
In her long tenure, she has held positions as chief of the section of dermatology
at Jerry L. Pettis VA Memorial Hospital

DERMATOLO GY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Janiene Luke, MD
Dr. Janiene Luke is our fearless
program director of the residency training
program. She started her faculty position
in 2011 at Loma Linda University and
has worn many hats within the program.
Her contributions and service within the
department are numerous — she is one
of our go-to mentors for medical students
interested in dermatology and serves on
numerous committees within the department. Within the University, she has
served on the Admissions Committee for
the School of Medicine since 2012 and
served as chief of the dermatology section
at RUHS (2012-2016). Since 2012, she
has served as the dermatology compliance
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Cardiothoracic Surgery
BY ANEES J. RAZZOUK ’82, CHAIR ,
DEPARTMENT OF CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY, LLUSM

At the turn of the 21st century, cardiothoracic (CT) surgery, as a career path, was one
of the least popular subspecialties among
surgical residents. The tide has now shifted and demand for CT
surgeons is on the rise. For several decades, Loma Linda University
(LLU) has been a leader in the training of CT surgeons through a
traditional pathway: three years of specialty training after completion of an accredited general surgery curriculum. Currently, over 50
candidates apply yearly to the one residency position in CT surgery
at LLU. Over the next few years, the department will be working on
a new curriculum to offer an alternative integrated six-year pathway
to CT surgery for students straight out of medical school.
The news is good: cardiac surgery is not dead; it is, however, a
rapidly evolving field. Loma Linda University was the first health care
system in the Inland Empire to establish teams of CT surgeons and
cardiologists who, through collaboration, provided catheter-based
therapies to adults and children with severe valve disorders.
Recently, the heart valve team of interventional cardiologists and CT
surgeons, Rosario Floridia, MD, David Rabkin, MD, ANEES J.
RAZZOUK ’82, and Bruce Toporoff, MD, celebrated the 500th
successful transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) at LLU.
The heart failure team consisting of fellowship-trained cardiologists, CT surgeons, and specialized coordinators offers life-saving
implantable ventricular assist devices to patients with end-stage,
irreparable heart disease. For over 25 years, LLU remains the only
institution in the region that provides state-of-the-art durable
mechanical circulatory support as a bridge to transplantation
or destination therapy. Under the leadership of JOSHUA S.
CHUNG ’07 and with strong support from LLUH, an adult
ECMO service has been recently established at LLUMC to salvage
patients with acutely decompensated cardiac or respiratory failure.
The congenital and pediatric heart surgeons, Timothy Martens,
MD, PhD, and Dr. Razzouk, along with skilled pediatric cardiologists, specialized anesthesiologists, and intensivists, provide 24/7
cardiac care to neonates and children with cardiac malformations.
The pediatric ECMO service, established over a quarter-century ago
at LLU Children’s Hospital and currently under the directorship of
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Dr. Martens, offers acute support for children in cardiorespiratory crisis.
Salman Zaheer, MD, chief of the thoracic surgery division,
continues to provide services at LLU and the VA Hospital. With the
addition of Nguyen Minh Le, MD, the thoracic team offers minimally invasive surgical interventions using robotic and thoracoscopic
techniques for the treatment of benign and malignant chest lesions.
Other surgical professionals in the department who bring exceptional talent to the team and contribute to the education of students,
residents, and fellows are the physician assistants. O. Howard
Shattuck, PA-C, has been an outstanding surgical instructor and a
strong partner for over 40 years. Joshua Gysbers, PA-C, possesses
unique patient care skills and has excelled in the minimally invasive
techniques of arterial and venous conduit harvesting.
During the past five years, several clinical and basic science
research papers were published after presentations by faculty,
students, and residents at regional, national, and international
meetings. A landmark article summarizing 30 years of neonatal
heart transplantation at LLU and the long-term survival of recipients recently appeared in the Annals of Thoracic Surgery.
The department remembers, with deep sadness, the huge loss of
two of its pioneers: ELLSWORTH E. WAREHAM ’42 (2018)
and LEONARD L. BAILEY ’69 (2019). Their innovative contributions to the field of cardiac surgery will live for generations to come.
In collaboration with NAN WANG ’83, his wife, Sandy,
and numerous former trainees, the department has started the
Leonard L. Bailey Fund for an endowed chair in his honor. The
chair will continue Dr. Bailey’s legacy of excellence in patient
care and will promote innovation in research. The department is
very grateful for the generosity of alumni, friends, colleagues, and
patients and will continue to match dollar-for-dollar all contributions in order to complete the funding of this very worthy chair.
Looking into the future, the department is excited to move its
clinical service to the new hospital in 2021. The cardiac surgery
team also hopes to join with vascular surgery and cardiology in one
institute of excellence within one Loma Linda. n
Dr. Razzouk is a professor of cardiothoracic surgery and of pediatrics.
He is married to TERESA L. THOMPSON ’90, and his passions
include patient care, teaching, and love for family.

Hospital. During his surgical training, his
exposure to cardiac surgery made him fall
in love with the field. He then went on
to Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, where

he completed his cardiothoracic surgery
residency. Dr. Chung thereafter completed
an additional year at the Cleveland Clinic,
where he focused on heart transplantation,
mechanical assist devices, and advanced
cardiac surgery.
After completing his fellowship,
Dr. Chung returned to Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center, where he joined the heart
failure team that led the United States
in heart transplant volume from 2015 to
2019. In August 2019, he joined Loma
Linda University Health as director of
adult heart transplantation and mechanical circulatory support. Dr. Chung is also
an assistant professor and vice chair of the
department of cardiothoracic surgery.
Outside of medicine, Dr. Chung
enjoys spending time with his wife, Anna,
and their two children, Shiloh, age 5, and
Malachi “Kai,” age 2. Dr. Chung also has a
special passion for sports and dogs. n

complete his general surgery residency,
cardiothoracic surgery fellowship, and
advanced robotic thoracic fellowship at
Zucker School of Medicine at Hofstra/
Northwell in New York. He has a passion
for benign and malignant diseases of
the chest. Since starting at Loma Linda
University, he has been an integral part of

advancing the esophageal cancer program
in collaboration with surgical oncology.
In his spare time, Dr. Le loves to spend
time with his wife, Dr. Jennifer Minami,
assistant professor of psychiatry at Loma
Linda University Health. They both enjoy
traveling around the world with their two
children, Aubrey, age 4, and Ethan, age 2. n

CARDIOTHORACIC
SURGERY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Joshua S. Chung ’07
“Choose a job you love, and you will never
work a day in your life.” – Confucius
Dr. Joshua S. Chung counts himself
lucky that God led him to his career path
in cardiothoracic surgery, a field he loves.
Dr. Chung grew up in Ohio, where
he and his three sisters were inspired by
his late father, Dr. Ho-Young Chung, to
be physicians. He completed his undergraduate degree at Andrews University,
majoring in biology, and earned his medical
degree at Loma Linda University School
of Medicine. Dr. Chung then returned
to Ohio, where he completed his general
surgery residency at Riverside Methodist

CARDIOTHORACIC
SURGERY
FACULTY SP OTLIGHT:

Nguyen Minh Le, MD
Applying advanced technology to
patient care has been a strong interest for
Dr. Nguyen Minh Le. He is a thoracic
surgeon who specializes in minimally invasive surgery using the robotic platform.
Dr. Le joined the faculty as an assistant professor at Loma Linda University
Health in 2018, bringing his expertise in
robotic surgery of the chest to the department of cardiothoracic surgery.
Dr. Le grew up in Southern California
in the South Bay. He completed his
undergraduate education at University
of California, Santa Barbara, majoring
in biological sciences, and then pursued
his medical degree at Drexel University
College of Medicine. He went on to
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Musings on Mission
BY GREGORY E. SAUNDERS ’85

It was just after the end of the Great War. My grandfather and grandmother, having
recently completed their medical missionary course at the College of Medical
Evangelists, set sail for India. It took them about three months to reach their duty
station, and it was seven years before their first furlough back in Canada via England
(Grandpa’s motherland). My dad, born in India, remembered that trip as a preschooler,
being introduced to “home” that wasn’t really home.

GREGORY E. SAUNDERS ’85

GREGORY E. SAUNDERS ’85 takes a family photo with his wife,
Kathy, and their four children in Ile-Ife, Nigeria, where they
spent 10 years serving as missionaries.
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Fast-forwarding to 1957, my dad, who had become
a U.S. citizen during World War II (which enabled his
being drafted into the U.S. military and getting his way
paid through medical school at the College of Medical
Evangelists), took his wife and two daughters to Pakistan by
ship. This time the journey was measured in weeks. I was
welcomed into the family the next year.
Our family was transferred to Gimbie Adventist
Hospital in Ethiopia in 1961, which included a mid-term
four-month trip to the U.S. to visit family (which I don’t
remember). The age of jet travel had arrived, and the trips
were then measured in days. It wasn’t until 1966 that I
remembered visiting “home” that wasn’t home. We spent a
year in California and then returned to Ethiopia, this time to
Addis Ababa, where we spent another four years before our
PR (permanent return) to the U.S. in 1971.
In 1994, my wife, Kathy, and I, with four kids in tow,
landed in Nigeria, where we ultimately spent 10 years
working at the SDA Hospital in Ile-Ife. In 2015, with the
kids all launched (some off on their own international
ventures), we returned to Africa, this time to the Adventist
Health Centre in Lilongwe, Malawi, to help develop
surgical services.
We are into the fourth generation of wearing the label
“missionary,” with feelings varying from gratitude to embarrassment. We are grateful that we’ve been able to experience
the joys (and frustrations) of being a part of a worldwide
movement. Our lives have been enriched by exposure to

different cultures, customs, cuisines, and languages. We have
friends scattered on various continents that are like family
if we drop in on them. It is also satisfying to look back and
consider that we had a part in leaving a place a little better
than we found it, whether in infrastructure development,
quality of health care provided, or more importantly, in
development of local manpower to sustain the mission for
the future.
At the same time, it can be a bit embarrassing to be in
the presence of a person who starts to gush about how they
admire the great “sacrifice” we are making or how hard it must
be to live in “primitive” conditions. Yes, we have been exposed
to situations where electricity and clean (or any) water access
were a bit more challenging to sustain. But, truth be told, in
almost all of our experiences abroad, we have been better
off than most of the people around us. By the accident of
birth into a certain race, passport country, economic status,
and education, we find that we have little reason to feel sorry
for ourselves. We have much better options and possibilities
than the majority of the world.
Most of our Adventist health care institutions in
Africa were established in fairly rural areas. Some, like our
hospital at Malamulo in the southern part of Malawi, have
become large educational institutions, training nurses, lab
technicians, and clinical officers (who provide much of the
country’s primary care). Now there is a surgery residency
program, which should graduate its first surgeon in the
next year or so. Malamulo is a great place to learn, and
the residents with whom I have interacted are knowledgeable and developing good skills. The interesting (and
unfortunate) thing is that when they finish their training,
Malamulo cannot afford to hire them unless there is a
special financial provision from elsewhere. All but one of
the specialist physicians at Malamulo are paid through
Code 1 International Service Employee (ISE) budgets
from the General Conference in Silver Spring, Maryland.
Because the institution predominantly serves the rural
poor, it cannot generate adequate revenue to pay the higher
salaries that are expected by such professionals, even on the
local scale (which is much less than they would make in the
U.S. or Europe).
My ten years at Ile-Ife, Nigeria, were on a Code 1 budget.
It’s not a way to get wealthy by U.S. standards, but I was
assured of periodic travel back to the U.S. for family visits
and for continuing education to maintain my professional
certification. My children’s education was also subsidized.
(Continued on page 38)

AdventHealth Medical Group (AHMG) is a multi-specialty physician
group dedicated to improving the health and wellness of our Florida
communities. Our work is focused on making people feel whole and
serving the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual health needs
of our patients. With more than 25 locations throughout Highlands,
Hardee and Polk counties, AHMG has 55 medical providers in 16
specialties providing compassionate care.
AHMG a member of Adventist Health System, one of the largest
not-for-profit Protestant health care systems in the nation, with
more than 50 hospitals in nine states. We need YOU to help us
“extend the healing ministry of Christ” to our community:
• Interventional Cardiology
• General Cardiology
• Internal or Family Medicine
• Family Medicine Residency Core faculty – Family Medicine with OB/Gyn experience
• Family Medicine Residency Program Coordinator
• Internal Medicine Residency Program Director

Contact: Debbie Weigand 863-381-1827
or Debbie.Weigand@AdventHealth.com
AdventHealthSebring.com

How can
YOU share
our health
message
and save
lives without
leaving home?
FARM STEW’s teams of African Trainers conduct hands-on
classes, freely sharing practical skills so that, without creating
dependency, people can help themselves. They focus on 8
“ingredients” in a “recipe for abundant life” (John 10:10).
Over 80,000 African participants have learned Bible-based
and scientifically informed lifestyle skills to prevent and treat
hunger, disease, and poverty.
“Blessed is he who considers
the poor; The Lord will deliver
him in time of trouble.”
Psalm 41:1

Donate and learn more at www.farmstew.org
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babies. With each birth I was in awe of the miracle of life,
and that continued as I administered anesthesia for cesarean
sections as well as labor and delivery. My father, FRANK
CHUNG ’54, practiced obstetrics and gynecology in
Ventura County for the majority of his career and was
passionate about his work.

WHAT HAS BEEN THE MOST MEANINGFUL
EXPERIENCE IN YOUR MEDICAL CAREER?
Early in my practice as an attending working at Riverside
General Hospital, I had the opportunity to administer anesthesia for one of the ophthalmology patients of my sister,
KELLY D. CHUNG ’89. We were working together
one night, both on call, when our trauma patient, a young
man, unexpectedly coded. After resuscitating him, with
gratefulness I was reminded of what a great responsibility
and privilege it is to be used in our profession where life and
death are constantly on the line. My sister and I had some
good bonding that night as well.

Deborah M. Carritte ’86
ANESTHESIOLOGY

REDLANDS, CALIFORNIA
FOR WHAT ARE YOU FAMOUS AMONG FRIENDS
AND FAMILY?
I’m known for my love of playing the piano. Sitting at the
piano and improvising is therapeutic for me. It’s a creative
outlet that has given me numerous opportunities to make
new and lasting friendships. I have been blessed with the
opportunity to play from elementary school through my
church life as an adult and have loved every moment of it.
Some of the best times were participating in the musical
dramas at the Redlands Seventh-day Adventist Church. I
can’t wait to see what kind of music God has in store for us
in heaven.

WHAT IS YOUR BEST MEMORY FROM MEDICAL
SCHOOL?
At the White Memorial Medical Center as a medical
student, I was privileged to help deliver approximately 30
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Placements

Classifieds

NEEDED: OPHTHALMOLOGIST – MEDICAL OR SURGICAL
Join a comprehensive ophthalmology practice in beautiful
Klamath Falls, Oregon. General eye care or general/
specialty eye care combination is welcome. Interest to
perform medical retina injections is a plus. Long established practice in same location for 59 years with loyal
patient base, needs additional provider with the passing of
partner. This rural community with a four-season climate
has many outstanding outdoor activities nearby. Please
contact Dr. Teresa Graham at teresagp@drsgraham.com.

RISK-FREE WEB DESIGN
We guarantee you’ll love your site or your money back!
Specializing in premium custom design for professionals,
our Adventist agency is passionate about making you
stand out. Visit hellosmitten.com or call Kama at
541-903-1180 to see how we can make you look amazing.

NEEDED: PSYCHIATRIST
ADP Medical Group is in active recruit of a board
certified and/or board eligible psychiatrist for outpatient
psychiatric diagnostic evaluations and med follow-ups.
Position offers flexible hours and less authorizations/
micromanagement type hassles. With a potential of
making over $200K per year working as a part-time/
independent contractor at approximately 18 to 20 hours
per week. Located in Anaheim, CA. Submit letter of
interest to Taft, Office Manager, ADP Medical Group,
415 N. State College Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92806 or to
tfranklinadp@yahoo.com.

RATES FOR PLACEMENT AND CLASSIFIED ADS:
$50 up to 50 words, then $1.50/word up to 100
words total. Extras: $20 each for a bold border,
color screen, or logo.
Call 909-558-4633. More information and current
rates can be found at www.llusmaa.org/advertising.

IF YOU WERE TO HAVE WORKED IN A FIELD OUTSIDE
OF MEDICINE, WHAT WOULD IT HAVE BEEN? WHY?
If I were to have worked in a field outside of medicine, I used
to think I would have liked to be a music major and, in fact,
was for a month or two in college. Honestly, I love medicine and wouldn’t choose a different path even if I could go
back in time. Music, like medicine, has the ability to sooth,
heal, and inspire both the musician and the listener. There
are a few studies examining the effect of music on a surgical
patient in the perioperative period. Incorporating music into
the practice of medicine has exciting possibilities that have
been mostly untapped.

IF YOU COULD LEARN TO DO SOMETHING NEW OR
BETTER, WHAT WOULD IT BE?
I am acutely aware of the need for effective treatment
programs. I would be interested in taking an addiction
medicine fellowship. With such a great need right here in
the Inland Empire, I hope to be able to make a difference.

Now Hiring

U.S. Board-Certified Doctors

Family Medicine
General Surgery
Internal Medicine
Pediatrician

Ophthalmologist
Ob/Gyn
Optometrist
Dermatologist

For more information, contact
hr@adventistclinic.com

WHAT IS THE BEST ADVICE YOU HAVE EVER
RECEIVED?
Be curious and ask questions. Face your fears head on. Be a
lifelong learner. The body is an amazing miracle. I believe I
will be studying it for eternity. n

®

®

Leading people to Christ through high-quality health care & education
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MUSINGS ON MISSION

(Continued from page 35)

My African colleagues were not so fortunate. One of them
had even trained in the U.S., but working under the local
conditions as a national, he could not afford to maintain
his specialty certification in the U.S. or send his kids to
reputable schools. So ultimately, he left to work where the
conditions were better, and I could not blame him.
Where I am now in Lilongwe, Malawi, I work under
a Code 4 budget, which means I get all the benefits of a
Code 1 budget, but the local institution has to support it. It
makes me an expensive employee by local standards and also
means that we have to cater to the more wealthy clientele.
This, of course, calls into question what our mission really is.
When we consider the first part of Jesus’ mission statement
in Luke 4: “The Spirit of the Lord is upon me because He
has anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor,” it’s a bit
troubling that the poor of this city cannot afford to be seen
at our facility. The cold hard facts are that if we brought the
poor in and took care of them, we would soon have to close
due to inability to pay salaries and buy supplies.
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On the other side of the equation, though, are other
“mission” considerations. First, we should not perpetuate
a condition of dependency on outside help. At some point
our institutions need to be sustainable on their own. It is
also likely true that if we can offer high quality health care
locally, such that the wealthy people will stop leaving the
country to go to India or South Africa for their health care
needs and will spend that money locally, it will be better for
the local economy and help reduce poverty. In Asia, all of
the Adventist health care facilities of which I know, apart
from Nepal, are in more urban areas, and they don’t rely on
Code 1 budgets (“missionaries from abroad”) anymore.
Secondly, we have many patients in our facility who are
Asian (originating from India or Pakistan). They tend to be
the wealthier merchant class in many African countries. Most
are Muslim. Serving them through health care is one of the
few ways that we can build bridges to confident and meaningful relationships, and that is definitely a worthy mission.
In addition, it makes sense to me that we should be
developing places that can ultimately serve as training sites
for treating the diseases of the affluent. The surgery residents at Malamulo will rarely get an opportunity to do a
laparoscopic cholecystectomy because that disease entity is
rare among the rural poor. It’s also difficult to justify the cost
of laparoscopic procedures in that setting. But the affluent
in the city have learned to eat the foods that bring on such
diseases. Having a facility where the residents can round
out their training with a different disease cluster would be
beneficial. I dream of growing our institution to the point
where that can happen.
The disparity remains troubling. While we cannot
forget the poor without risking a loss of mission, to ignore
the development of sustainable health systems will just
perpetuate disparity. In the days of my grandfather and my
father, it was just “the way things were” that the American or
European missionary came in with the education, skills, and
support to make the mission succeed. We have moved that
paradigm toward self-reliance quite a bit in the pastoral and
educational ministry, but it seems a bit more difficult in the
healing ministry.
This is a challenge in balancing compassion with envisioning a future that is not forever dependent on help from
abroad. Though I believe that international interaction
will always be beneficial, I dream of a day when those of
us who come from other countries are here to learn from
and augment what our indigenous colleagues are doing. We
will have achieved our mission well when our presence is no
longer vital to its sustainability. n

A Relatable
Guide for
Women in
Medicine
BY CHERYL TAN-JACOBSON ’85

BUILDING

VILLAGE

A WOMAN’S GUIDE THROUGH A CAREER IN MEDICINE

BUILDING MY VILLAGE: A WOMAN’S
GUIDE THROUGH A CAREER IN MEDICINE
Edited By ANDREA W. THORP ’01
and Barbara Couden Hernandez
*Although this book was expected to be published by the
time this review was printed, the publication of this book
has been delayed indefinitely due to the COVID-19
circumstances. We will notify you of updates as they
become available.

A

s a woman who has spent over 30
years balancing a career in medicine against maintaining a grip
on family life, I would have thought I knew
everything there was to know about how to
navigate the world of medicine while being
female. As it turns out, I thought wrong.
Reading “Building My Village: A
Woman’s Guide Through a Career in
Medicine” was like diving into a pool of
warm water, welcoming and buoyant. I
felt surrounded by people who got me —
who understood the challenges I faced and
illuminated other struggles I was spared. I
found myself wondering where this book
was 30 years ago when it would have served
as a much thumbed through reference book
on how to do my life.
“Building My Village” is written by
an assortment of authors, each chapter
covering an aspect unique to being a woman
in the world of medicine as seen through the
eyes of that particular writer(s). The writing
styles vary, but the format throughout
follows the script of delineating the particular challenge being addressed, providing
some biographical examples of women
facing these struggles, and concluding with
some clear recommendations of how to
approach the issue described. I appreciate
that the editors asked that recommendations be backed up by supporting literature,
thus ensuring that these are not just one
person’s opinion, while also providing an
opportunity for the reader to dig deeper
into solutions should they desire.
When the topic of women in medicine
comes up, the issue most people think
of is how we can achieve a balanced work
and home life. While this particular dance
is addressed in the book, it was a surprise
to discover so many other challenging
situations my colleagues face, such as
doctoring as a woman while divorced,
single, parenting a special needs child,
climbing the career ladder, or even dealing
with challenges of communication. Where I
have instinctively learned through the years

that my no-nonsense plain-speaking style
of communication could be interpreted as
overbearing and “witchy” (with a “b”), the
chapter on communication was particularly
instructional. If you are a woman, it should
come as no surprise that how we speak is
judged by a different measure than that
used to judge men. The authors present the
challenges women face speaking to their
colleagues, patients, nursing staff, bosses,
etc, and offer their advice on avoiding the
worst of these pitfalls. The one that stands
out for me is to “learn to use the spectrum
of communication styles to your advantage,”
recognizing that flexibility in all things,
including how we use language, goes a long
way to our success.
Chapter 11, titled “Bruises Under the
White Coat,” was a revelation. I am gratified that it was included in the book, an
acknowledgement that although strong and
capable, some of us suffer untold horrors
at the hands of supposed loved ones. By
shining a light on the topic, we hopefully
lessen the shame and isolation one might
feel and allow healing and restoration.
Where the majority of the book serves
as a guide for younger women starting out
in medicine, the last two chapters were
written for me. After more than 30 years
of practice, the question “What next?”
keeps popping up. I found the essays of
DEBRA L. STOTTLEMYER ’86 and
NERIDA R. BATES ’94 to be tremendous food for thought as they explored
alternate career pathways in medicine or life
after medicine.
In short, in reading “Building My
Village,” I felt like I had found my village: a
no-nonsense, understanding, empathetic,
and ultimately wise village of my peers. n

Dr. Tan-Jacobson is a wife,
mother, and pediatrician. She
currently lives in the Pacific
Northwest with her husband,
Brad, and their two sons.
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IN MEMORIAM
ALUMNI REMEMBERED

DENNIS E. PARK

LLUH HERITAGE ROOM

I

DR. HINSHAW WAS BORN NOV. 24, 1923, AND
PASSED AWAY OCT. 30, 2019, IN ANN ARBOR,
MICHIGAN, AT THE AGE OF 95.

Change
Over
Time

may suffer from citrus leaf curl or other
n 1905, Anderson Street was a dusty
contagious diseases.
dirt road that merged with Hill Street
The property was developed in three
to the north as the street rounded the
stages. The post office (now the LLUH
hill on which the Sanitarium stood overWelcome Center) was completed in 1956.
looking the farmland that Anderson street
BY DENNIS E. PARK,
In 1957, the First National Security Bank
bisected as it continued north. Anderson
CONSULTING EDITOR/
opened its doors. Finally, in 1958, the
Street ended to the south at the Loma
HISTORIAN
two-story building that would become
Linda hills. Today, the route is much the
known as the Business Center was finished.
same, but the winds of progress over the
It was during this time that the two-lane
last 115 years have shaped the southwest
Anderson Street was widened to four lanes. In
section of the campus. The black and white
the early 1960s, more citrus trees were uprooted
photo depicts an early 20th century Anderson
to make room for the Loma Linda Market and
Street from Hill Drive to Barton Road as it was
The composite photo
Hardware Store.
above shows Anderson
circa 1905. Then there is the color image of the
Street in 1905 (left)
Then in 1967, the new Loma Linda University
21st century Anderson Street, dated March 26,
joined with Anderson
Hospital (now known as Loma Linda University
2020. As progress dictated, Anderson Street
Street as of March 26,
2020 (right).
Medical Center) opened, making Anderson Street
became a four-lane thoroughfare, which hosts a
the artery to the main entrance to the hospital.
traffic light at Prospect Avenue. Prospect Avenue
In the mid-1970s, the University built a two-story convenience
is a two-lane thoroughfare that runs east to west perpendicular to
Anderson Street. Prospect connects the campus to the four-story center located on the northeast side of the market. The developJerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans' Hospital, which is seven-tenths ment in this area ended in the late 1970s after the Security Pacific
National Bank building was constructed on the northeast corner
of a mile to the east.
In the mid-1950s, changes to the east side of Anderson were in of Anderson Street and Prospect Avenue. Today, Bank of America
the air. Several acres of citrus trees were designated by the College leases the property from the University.
The hammer blows of progress were quiet north of Barton
of Medical Evangelists (now Loma Linda University) Board of
Trustees to be sacrificed (uprooted) for the sake of institutional, Road along Anderson Street until 2015 when the heavy equipment
commercial development. It was not long until the bulldozers arrived to begin the make-ready work in preparation for the big dig
began uprooting the citrus trees. From Mound Street to the north, east of the existing LLU Medical Center and Children’s Hospital.
Prospect Avenue to the south, to another orchard to the east, and Today, the skyline along Anderson Street is dramatically different.
Anderson Street to the west, the trees were uprooted, stacked in A 17-story Adult Hospital tower commands the heights around
piles, and set ablaze. Burning the trees is a way to destroy trees that the campus and Inland Empire. n
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David B. Hinshaw ’47

Born in Whittier, California, Dr. Hinshaw moved with his parents
to a small town in San Diego County at the age of 5. When he was
16, his mother became ill and sought treatment from a Seventh-day
Adventist physician, who invited the family to a series of evangelistic
meetings. Dr. Hinshaw and his parents joined the Seventh-day
Adventist Church in January 1940. His mother died later that year.
After graduating from the College of Medical Evangelists (CME)
in 1947, Dr. Hinshaw served as a captain in the U.S. Army Medical
Corps (1948-1950) and completed a four-year surgical residency at
the Veterans Administration hospital in Portland, Oregon, in 1954.
Dr. Hinshaw returned to CME in 1954 as an instructor of
surgery on the Los Angeles campus. He was appointed assistant
professor of surgery in 1957, professor in 1961, and chair of the
department that same year. In 1962, he was named dean of the
School of Medicine, a position he accepted on the condition that
he be allowed to continue as chair of surgery.
Known for his tough resolve, Dr. Hinshaw worked tirelessly on
the medical school’s consolidation efforts at a time when the majority
of his colleagues wanted the school to establish permanent operations
in Los Angeles. He spearheaded the drive to move the clinical faculty
from Los Angeles to the Inland Empire in the 1960s and build Loma
Linda University Medical Center (LLUMC) on its current site.
Dr. Hinshaw also served as president of LLUMC (1988-1994),
during which time he oversaw the completion of Loma Linda
University Children’s Hospital as well as the James M. Slater,
MD, Proton Treatment and Research Center and the Loma Linda
University Behavioral Medicine Center.
“Few people have set the footprint for Loma Linda University
Health today like Dr. Hinshaw,” said RICHARD H. HART,
DRPH, ’70, president of Loma Linda University Health
(LLUH). “Each one of his critical decisions greatly expanded our
clinical services and established our reputation for the future. We
stand on his shoulders today in so many ways.”
The issue of separate campuses was a holdover from the early
20th century, when most American medical schools taught science
on rural campuses and clinical education at large urban hospitals. In
the 1930s, the accrediting agency, the Council on Medical Education,
began pushing schools to consolidate everything in one location.
This created a decision point for Loma Linda University
(LLU), then known as the College of Medical Evangelists. It had

been teaching basic sciences in Loma Linda and sending medical
students to Los Angeles for clinical rotations. When Dr. Hinshaw
became dean in 1962, the council was threatening to withdraw
accreditation unless the school consolidated operations.
In January 1963, accreditors from the Council on Medical
Education voiced strong opposition to the board action to move
to Loma Linda, but Dr. Hinshaw was able to change the surveyors’
minds. Once he had the support of the Council on Medical
Education, he rapidly consolidated the school in Loma Linda.
After resigning as dean in 1975, Dr. Hinshaw became chief of
surgery at the Jerry L. Pettis Memorial Veterans Administration
Hospital (1977-1982). He then served as dean of the Oral Roberts
University School of Medicine (1982-1984) in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
In February 1986, he returned to California to become both vice
president for medical affairs at LLU and president of the Medical
Center and Adventist Health System, Loma Linda.
At the height of his career, Dr. Hinshaw belonged to 14 professional societies. He served as president of the Southern California
chapter of the American College of Surgeons (1968-1969) and was
a governor of the American College of Surgeons (1980-1982). He
authored or coauthored 100 published scientific articles and was
inducted into the Alpha Omega Alpha Honor Medical Society.
All three of his children followed their father into the practice of medicine. DAVID B. HINSHAW JR. ’71 is chair
of radiology at LLU School of Medicine, KATHLEEN M.
HINSHAW ’78 is retired, and DANIEL B. HINSHAW ’78
is professor emeritus and surgical consultant in palliative medicine at University of Michigan.
Dr. Hinshaw’s wife, Mildred, preceded him in death in 2002.
He is survived by three children, six grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren. n
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WILLIAM W. POTE JR. ’45 was born
May 25, 1919, in Newport, Delaware, and
died Nov. 30, 2019, in Ceres, California. He
is survived by his daughter, Cheri Joseph, four
grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.
MALCOLM R. HILL JR. ’47 passed away
Feb. 4, 2019. He specialized in general surgery.
MILTON G. NORRELL ’51 passed away on

April 5, 2019. He specialized in family practice.
BRUCE A. BAKER ’54 was born July 15,
1927, in Miles City, Montana, and died Jan. 7,
2020, in Vacaville, California. He specialized in
physical medicine and rehabilitation as well as
psychiatry and neurology. He is survived by his
wife, Marsha Jill, and his children, Judy Singer
and Bill.
PAUL W. ANDERSON ’55 passed away from
pancreatic cancer on May 8, 2019. He was born
in Janesville, Wisconsin, on April 17, 1930. He
grew up in the small nearby town of Milton
with his parents, Elmer and Helen (Kidder)
Anderson, and two sisters.
Dr. Anderson graduated from Andrews
University in Berrien Springs, Michigan, with a
degree in biology in 1950. During this time, he
worked summers at the Burdick Corporation in
Milton. After graduating from medical school,
he served in the U.S. Army and worked to help
set up hospitals in France and Germany. He left
the Army as a colonel.
Dr. Anderson had various adventures as a
young doctor. He was a physician at the 1960
Olympics in Squaw Valley, California, and
worked as a bush doctor in rural Alaska. He

then graduated from Berkeley School of Public
Health with his MPH in 1960. He became the
director of public health in King County in
Washington State and then filled the same role
in Humboldt County in California. At age 50,
he decided to change his specialty in medicine
from public health to psychiatry. He worked at
Napa State Hospital for 33 years.
Having a love for flowers, Dr. Anderson
was director of the American Rhododendron
Society for Offshore Chapters, was one of the
founding members of the Eureka Rhododendron
Society, and was instrumental in starting the
Humboldt Botanical Gardens. He was also a
longtime Rotarian in Napa, participating in and
supporting many community activities. After
his retirement at the age of 83, he volunteered
as a driver for the California Highway Patrol
for five years. He was a lifelong member of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Dr. Anderson was preceded in death by his
parents and his sister Karen. He is survived by
his sister, Marilyn Jorgensen; brother-in-law, Jon
Cole; three nieces and two nephews; and several
great nieces and nephews.
DANIEL Y. KOK ’55 passed away Dec. 2,
2018. He specialized in family practice.
PERCY T. LUI ’55 passed away Oct. 27, 2019.

He specialized in family practice.
STANLEY P. URQUHART ’55 passed away
Nov. 20, 2019. He specialized in psychiatry.
CARL H. WILLIAMS ’56 passed away on

Dec. 8, 2019. He specialized in family practice. Dr. Williams worked in Santa Barbara,

California, from 1963 to 1989 and then worked
as a locum tenens physician for 12 years, mainly
in Hawaii and sometimes in Arizona.
WILLIAM A. MORENO ’57 passed away
July 20, 2019. He specialized in family practice.
NAOR U. STOEHR ’57 passed away on

March 15, 2019. He specialized in obstetrics
and gynecology.
DONALD V. MASON ’58 passed away

peacefully in his home in Merced, California, on
March 21, 2019. He was born in Kalamazoo,
Michigan, on Dec. 28, 1929, to Lyle and
Irene Mason. He was the oldest of six children.
Dr. Mason grew up in the small towns of
Paw Paw and Gobles in western Michigan,
where his father worked a variety of jobs, such
as barber, baker, and farmer. He was inspired
by his three uncles who were physicians. He
worked in the hospital as an orderly, observed
surgeries, and learned on cadavers at the age of
14. He worked as an electrician and a taxi driver
during summers while attending Andrews
Academy (formerly Emmanuel Missionary
College) and Andrews University, graduating
with a physics degree.
After completing medical school at Loma
Linda University in 1958, Dr. Mason did an
internship and pediatric residency at Hurley
Hospital in Flint, Michigan. After practicing
in Kalamazoo for two years, he relocated to
Merced, California, where he practiced for 45
years until retirement in 2009.
Dr. Mason worked nonstop and slept little
due to his occupation and drive. He was meticulous, had a dry sense of humor, and reveled in
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DR. WOOLLEY WAS BORN SEPT. 17, 1924, AND
PASSED AWAY PEACEFULLY DEC. 11, 2019, IN
HAILEY, IDAHO. HE WAS A DEVOTED AND LOVING HUSBAND, FATHER, GRANDFATHER, AND
UNCLE AS WELL AS A WORLD-RENOWNED
PIONEER IN PEDIATRIC SURGERY.
Born in Atlanta, Georgia, to Mary Beatrice Murray Woolley and
Andrew Price Woolley, Dr. Woolley attended Worthington High
School and Otterbein College in Ohio before serving in the U.S. Navy
during World War II. He then graduated from the College of Medical
Evangelists in 1951. During a surgical residency at Los Angeles County
Hospital, he met EMMA JANE (GRIFFITH) WOOLLEY ’54-AFF,
an intern who became the love of his life for the next 65 years. They
married in 1955 and moved to Boston, where he completed a fellowship
in pediatric surgery under Dr. Robert E. Gross at Boston Children’s
Hospital in 1959. Upon returning to Los Angeles, he joined the faculty
at the University of Southern California and became professor of surgery
and surgeon in chief at the Children’s Hospital of Los Angeles until he
retired in 1992 and moved to Rancho Mirage, California, with his wife.
In 2011, he was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease.
Dr. Woolley’s greatest passion was teaching. He taught the first generation of pediatric surgeons, many of whom went on to become professors
and heads of pediatric surgery at universities and hospitals worldwide. He
published countless articles on pediatric surgery, including “The Death
of a Child,” which remains the authoritative guiding source for medical
professionals informing parents of their child’s death. He developed
surgical procedures for infants born with life-threatening anomalies. His
warm and calm demeanor soothed frightened patients and gave solace to
distraught parents. His residents remember Dr. Woolley as their favorite
teacher, for being a man of integrity, humility, and unwavering moral
standards, and, above all, for his abiding love of children.
Dr. Woolley served as a founding member and president of the

the company of happy people. Though he had
little time for hobbies while practicing medicine,
he still cared for 11 acres of walnut trees on his
home property, trained his German Shepherd,
and enjoyed building model airplanes. He also
enjoyed photography and developed his own
wedding photos.
Dr. Mason married Edna Tresenriter, a
nursing student he met at Loma Linda. They were

American Pediatric Surgical Association and the Pacific Association of
Pediatric Surgeons. He was a member and examiner of the American
Board of Pediatric Surgery and a member of the British Association
of Pediatric Surgeons, and he was short-listed for the position of U.S.
surgeon general under the first President Bush. He volunteered in
Bangkok, Thailand; Beersheba, Israel; and Gyor, Hungary, teaching and
helping with difficult procedures.
Dr. Woolley was instrumental in developing his medical school into
the world-class institution it is today. He introduced the endowment
program to Loma Linda University after learning how endowments
had benefitted Harvard during his time in Boston. He supported and
advised the new Children’s Hospital at Loma Linda, where his legacy will
establish an endowment for pediatric surgery. Loma Linda University
honored him as Alumnus of the Year in 1991, and he served as president
of the Alumni Association of the School of Medicine (1965-1966). He
was also named Distinguished Alumnus by Otterbein College.
Dr. Woolley is survived by his wife; children, Cynthia, Douglas,
and James; grandchildren, Hillary Jane Powers and Edward; and many
beloved nieces and nephews. n

married 60 years. He had two children, Brent
(Erin) and Celeste Mason-Allgood ( Jeri); and
three grandchildren, Julia Palacios (Abraham),
Ashton Allgood, and Zackery Walden.
JAMES T. ALEXANDER ’59 passed away

Oct. 21, 2019. He specialized in ophthalmology.
RICHARD A. JENSEN ’59 passed away on

Jan. 9, 2020. He specialized in occupational
medicine and aviation medicine.
SETTY E. PORCO ’59 died peacefully on

Nov. 10, 2019. He was born
the seventh child of Italian
immigrant parents on Jan. 23,
1932, in Detroit, Michigan.
The medical care he received
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after contracting polio as a child fueled his aspirations to become a physician.
Dr. Porco’s family moved to Burbank,
California, and he eventually attended
UCLA. To fund his educational goals, he
enrolled in laboratory technology at White
Memorial Hospital. ORLYN B. PRATT
’24, HANS H. GREGORIUS ’44-A, and
BEVERLY J. GREGORIUS ’47 mentored
him and encouraged him to apply to the College
of Medical Evangelists.
Dr. Porco was one of two non-Adventist
students accepted into the class of 1959. He
was assigned to room with BERNARD R.
MARSH ’59, whom he credits with providing
his introduction to Adventism which resulted in
his baptism.
Dr. Porco married Donna Behner in
1956. They spent most of their married life
in Sacramento, California, where he provided
anesthesia to over 30,000 patients. He was also
a prolific artist in oil paintings and an accomplished florist.
Dr. Porco was preceded in death by his wife,
Donna, and his son, Chris. He married Shirley
Hall in 2002 and enjoyed many happy years. He is
survived by two children and five grandchildren.
ERNEST I. KATSUYAMA ’61 passed away
Dec. 26, 2019. He specialized in anesthesiology.

mother, in addition to being a homemaker,
played piano at the Long Beach SDA church.
Dr. Irwin attended Long Beach Polytechnic
High School and USC. Upon deciding on medicine as a career, he transferred to La Sierra
College and then went to medical school.
During internship at White Memorial Medical
Center (WMMC), he married Penny Peele,
speech therapist and recent USC graduate. After
completing his orthopedic residency at WMMC
in 1970, Dr. Irwin joined LOUIS W. KANG ’60
in orthopedic practice in Whittier, California.
The hospital they used was Presbyterian
Intercommunity Hospital (now PIH Health).
Dr. Irwin and Penny divorced in 1993. In
1997, Dr. Irwin married Connie O’Leary, chief
nursing officer at PIH. Dr. Irwin was a superb
golfer and excelled at other sports as well.
One-time president of Friendly Hills Country
Club, he once simultaneously held club championships in both tennis and golf. He was also
a 10-time champion of the U.S. Medical Open.
Retiring in 2005, Dr. Irwin became active
in MDI (Mentor Discover Inspire), a national
organization comprised of local teams. He
emerged as a respected leader of his team.
Dr. Irwin is survived by his wife, Connie; three
children, Carlyn Al-Rawi, Amy Pierce, and Rob;
nine grandchildren; and two brothers and a sister.
ALEX J. NORZOW ’65 passed away peace-

JAMES S. MIYASHIRO ’61 passed away

Oct. 5, 2019. He specialized in general surgery.
JAY W. EDISON ’62 passed away May 17,
2019. He specialized in family practice.
CARTER NOLAND ’64 passed away May 11,

2019. He specialized in ophthalmology.
JOHN E. BOTTSFORD ’65 passed away
Dec. 10, 2018. He specialized in general surgery.
ROBERT M. IRWIN ’65 was born in July

1939, in Long Beach,
California, and died Dec. 3,
2019, in Whittier, California.
His father worked for
Proctor & Gamble, and his
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fully in the Lord on Feb. 7,
2019, after a short battle with
leukemia. He was born in
Kiev, Ukraine, on June 20,
1939, to Ivan and Anna
Norzow. He immigrated to the U.S. in 1951.
Dr. Norzow strove to help those who were
less fortunate than he was. He delivered around
5,000 babies at Parkview Adventist Hospital
and went on numerous mission trips to Africa,
Russia, and South America.
Dr. Norzow loved to build things, especially
houses, garages, and cars. He was also a talented
musician and played at least 10 instruments.
Most of all, he loved to fish and would stay out
on the water all day with his fishing friends.
Dr. Norzow is survived by his wife, Carolyn;
sister, Lucy; sister-in-law, Florence; son, Eric

(Patty); five grandchildren; three stepdaughters; four step-grandchildren; and seven
step-great-grandchildren.
MARSHALL BREWER ’68 passed away on
Feb. 14, 2019. He specialized in radiology (diagnostic radiology) and family practice.
ERWIN BRUCE ELLISTON ’72 died on

Feb. 11, 2020, after a sudden
illness while traveling in the
Philippines, where he was
grateful to visit and share his
boundless love. He was born
on April 8, 1946, in Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, to the late Margaret and M.B. Elliston.
Dr. Elliston received his bachelor’s degree
from Southern Missionary College in Tennessee
and went on to earn his medical degree. He
then completed a residency at Duke University
in North Carolina. In 1975, he became the
first faculty member of the Mountain Area
Health Education Center in Asheville, where
he subsequently founded the Asheville Family
Health Centers and cofounded multiple other
wellness enterprises.
Along the way, Dr. Elliston served as a
volunteer and leader of several organizations,
including the Asheville Rotary Club, Asheville
Buncombe Community Christian Ministry,
the North Carolina Arboretum, the Nature
Conservancy, and the Henry’s Fork Foundation
among others. He delighted in family, partnerships, photography, sports, fly fishing, travel,
farming, and the splendor and protection
of nature.
Dr. Elliston is survived by his beloved wife,
Melba; his children, Jon ( Jen), Brian (Laurie),
Joel, and Jennifer; his grand-daughter, Jude;
and his brothers, Leon and Roger. For 43 years,
he was married to his first wife, the beloved
and late Judy Whitman Elliston, who shared
Dr. Elliston’s love for their children.
FRED M. BISCHOFF ’79-B died Nov. 28,

2019. He specialized in preventive medicine.
JAMES A. PETERS ’86 passed away June 7,

2019. He specialized in preventive medicine. n

Donate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
and Supplies to Loma Linda University Health
Ensuring that our health care workers are protected and have adequate supplies is a top priority.
Loma Linda University Health is accepting donations of new and unused critical care supplies for
our providers, including personal protective equipment (PPE).
Items you can donate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Masks (N95, surgical, and procedure)
Disposable gloves
Disinfecting wipes such as Clorox or Sanicloth wipes
Hand sanitizer
Face shields
Goggles and eye shields
Isolation or surgical gowns
CAPR/PAPR machines and disposables
Flocked swabs
Oxygen manifolds
Portable cots
Privacy screens
Ventilators
• Avea
• Puritan Bennett 840
• LTV
• Flight pack 60
• Adult and baby pack

Homemade Masks: If you are interested in making masks for our staff, please consult https://
smartairfilters.com/en/blog/best-materials-make-diy-face-mask-virus/ for information. Please
deliver your homemade masks by mail or in person as noted below.
There are two ways to donate PPE and other supplies:
PPE donation drop-off in person:
195 E. Redlands Boulevard
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Hours of Operation:
Monday-Friday 7:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday 8:00 a.m.- 2:00 p.m.

PPE donations by mail:
Loma Linda University Medical Center
Attention Kent Broersma, Warehouse
125 W. Club Center Drive
San Bernardino, CA 92408

For questions about an in-kind donation:
Email: COVID19Supplies@llu.edu Phone: 909-601-0683
To support students affected by the COVID-19 crisis, visit
www.llusmaa.org/covid19
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Though the campus
may change,
you will always be family.

We would not be where we are today without the hard work and dedication of each one of
you, evident by the impact you have made in the world. As we prepare for the next phase of
fulfilling our Mission to Continue the Healing Ministry of Jesus Christ, we are reaching out to
partner with you as a member of our family. In preparation for the completion of our new
hospital in 2020, our commitment is to grow our clinical faculty, meeting the needs of the
Inland Empire, Southern California, and the world. If you have an interest in returning home,
or know anyone who would like to join the team, we would love to hear from you. You can
visit our website at www.socaldocs.com or contact me anytime.
Mike Unterseher, CMSR
Director of Physician Recruitment
909-558-5912
munterseher@llu.edu

